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Chapter 1 

General Introdulction 



FunctionaI RN As and Proteins 

Inter-and intra-cellular diverse functional molecules relate to the many reactions involving the 

regulation of metabolism， reproduction， 仕組scription:.仕組slationand signal 町ansferfor 

maintaining the organism. Almost functional molecules are synthesized in according to the 

information of the genes. In general， almost organisms have deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) as 

出ecomponent of gene except ribonuc1eic acid virus (RN A virus). The information of DN A is 

甘anscribedto ribonucleic acid (RNA)， and then RNA is translated to protein or peptide based on 

amino acids (hereafter， because both protein and peptide are formed by poly-amino acids， the 

term peptide is included in protein， unless otherwise noticed). It was accepted as cen仕al

dogma出atall the intermediate reactions to synthesize proteins were catalyzed by proteinaceous 

enzymes for a long time. Protein have a role as not only the s仕ucturalframework of the 

organism but also the functional molecules regulating biological reaction. Enzyme and 

antibody，出atbelong to the kinds of proteins， are typical functional molecules in the cells. 

Enzyme catalyzes various chemical reaction and antibody recognizes antigen molecule. In 

principle， these molecules are cons仕uctedby amino acids except gluco-proteinaceous and 

phosphory lated ones and so on. Hence， these molecules are translated from RN A according to 

the information of gene. As a another functional molecules， there are hormone， local chemica1 

mediator and neuro仕組smitterat inter-or in仕a-cellularenvironment. S ome of these materials 

consist of protein and ano出erconsist of derivatives of amino acids. These materials act as 

chemical signal for inter-or in仕a-cellular仕組sportof仕leinformation by binding to ligand or 

cell-surface-receptor. The point is出atmost of in viνo functiona1 factor containing enzyme， 

antibody， hormone， local chemical mediator and neuro仕ansmitterare formed by protein， peptide 

arnino acid， these derivatives. 

On the other hand， It had been believed出atl1uc1eic acids， that is DNA and RNA， 

provided 110 function but informatiol1 as genome and the only proteinaceous el1勾meswere the 

functional motifs. However， in recent year， some of fUl1ctiol1al nucleotides inc1uding catalytic 

RNA and DNA， and artificial binding motif to ligand i(aptamer) were discovered. Catalytic 

RNAs， known collectively as ribozyme， were discovered in the early 1980s in t 
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1990). This method is called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential 

enrichment) or in vitro genetic selection (Gold et a1.， 1995; Lorsch and Szostak， 1996; 

W出iams加 dB artel， 1996; B reaker， 1997 a; Os birne and Ellington， 1997). S ome artificial 

catalytic DNA and RNA were developed by this method (Beaudry and Joyce， 1992; Bartel and 

Szostak， 1993; Lorsch担 dSzostak， 1994; Cuenoud and Szostak， 1995; Dai et al.， 1995; 

Wilson and Szostak， 1995; Lohse and Szostak， 1996; Carmi et al" 1996; Santoroand Joyce， 

1997). And artifical DNA and RNA motifs wruch bind to ligand specifically are discovered by 

SELEX and these motifs were named aptamer (Ellington and Szostak， 1990; Tuerk and Gold， 

1990). In present， these functional RNA motifs has received much attention. 

Application of the Functional Protein and RN A 

It has been expected that functional protein and RN A are applied to indus甘yincluding medicine， 

agriculture and chemis try. As a example of白eapplication for medicine， these protein and 

RNA are useful for gene therapy and drug delivery system (DDS). The methods for the 

transfection of the gene using adenovirus and retrovirus vectors have been developed in recent 

ye紅(Arigaand S政lyむna，1995). The genes of vectors in甘oducedto cell by the methods 

express drugs consisting of protein and RNA continuously. Their methods have advantage 

over usual chemical drug， because medication need not be given one after another for 

continuous expression of drug in νiνo. Moreover， functional RN A and protein出atc組

recognize cell-surface-receptor will be expected as出eapplication of DDS. It is possible for 

DDS to apply to an agricultural chemical. In the exarnple of the application for the field of 

chernis仕y，出eengine~ring of catalytic RNA (ribozyme) and protein (enzyme) purposed to bio-

degradate environmental hormones， plastics and the materials of the des仕uctionof the 

environment has been expected. It might be possible仕latengineered enzyme degrades plastics 

to non-toxic materials without buming or chemical仕eatment，because nucleic acids and amino 

acid are non-toxic materials to environment. 

When functional proteins and RN As紅eappbled to indus try ， at firs t I mus t filld or 

create various functional proteins and RN As in response to various purposes. N ow although 

gene therapy using already-known molecules has been performed， discovery of unknown 

functional molecules would progress the possibility of gene therapy further. In fact， the 

enzymes can degrade plastics， efficiently， cons仕uctedby nylon and polystyrene are not found 

now and there are no enzyme出athave the s住ongpower of oxdization or reduction to bio-

degradate environmental hormone including dioxine.. However， to find aiming novel 

functional molecules from the would of nature is a hard task. And the probab出tythat a given 

random sequence polynucleotide or protein chain will fold to form a stable three-dimensional 

structure with a given ligand billding or catalytic activity is unknown， but is generally thought to 



be very low. Accordingly， It is important to make the easy system for screening functional 

proteins and polynucleotides (DNA， RNA) from a pool of various sequences in the laboratory. 

Screening system for RNAs and DNAs 

Molecular screening procedures， is essential to出econcept of Darwinian evolution， require the 

integration of two chemical process inevitably; arn.plification and selection (Figure 1). 

“Evolutionary molecular engineering" using self-replicative R1、~As was proposed in 1984 (Eigen 

and Gardiner， 1984)， and出enin 1990， the procedure， based on出econcept， for selection of 

functional RNA sequences in vitro from a pool of random sequences had been developed by 

Gold's， Szostak's， and Joyce's groups at the same time， because RN~ by virtue of its 

genotypic and phenotypic properties， is a suitable subs仕atefor molecular evolution in the 

laboratory (Ellington and Szostak， 1990; Robertson and Joyce， 1990; Tuerk and Gold， 1990， 

Figure 2A). Gold' s group isolated high-affmity nucleic acid ligand (出atis aptamer) for T4 

DN A polymerase and named出isprocedure SELEX. On the other hand， Szostak' s group 

isolated RN A molecules that bind specifically to a variety of organic dyes from a population of 

random sequence RNA molecules and call the procedure in vitro genetic selection. Joyce's 

group suggested the simple concept of the method at 1 ye訂 before(Joyce， 1989; Robertson and 

Joyce， 1990). The SELEX and in νitro genetic selection methods (hereafter， 1 calls出e

method SELEX) allows rapid screening of， typically.， 1014・
15 oligonucleotide sequences to 

identi今 raremolecules with suitable binding or catalytic activities against target molecules (Gold 

et al.， 1995; Lorsch組 dSzostak， 1996; W出 amsand Bartel， 1996; Breaker， 1997a; Osbirne 

and Ellington， 1997). The method takes advantage of a process that mimics evolution， namely， 

mutation， amplification and selection. A pool of cornpletely random RNAs is subjected to 

selection. Selected functional RN As are amplified as double-s仕組dedDN As and the next 

generation of RN As is transcribed from these template I)N As. Then the transcribed R1、~As出~e

subjected to selection in the next cycles. Within the following a few years， various aptamers 

are derived by SELEX and these ligands often have Kd values in the range 10 pM to 100 pM 

(Eaton， 1995; Green， 1995 and Yamamoto， 1998). Furthennore， although all wild type 

ribozymes， including Group 1 and Group II intron; RNA subunit ofRNase P; ribosomal RNA; 

hammerhead， hairpin and Hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozymes， was known as the end-

ribonuclease， SELEX promoted the development of novel functiona 
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Figure 1. The Concept of the Molecular Evolution. This concept， is essential to 
the Darwinian evolution， requires the integra1tion of two chemical process 
ineviably， namely amplification and selection. 
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1995; Lohse and Szostak， 1996). 

Whereas DNA has long been regarded as a passive molecule， identically suited for 

carrying genetic inforrnation but s仕ucturally monotonous and therefore functionally 

impoverished. However， DNA molecules have almost same chernical composition as RNA 

molecules， and a single-strand DNA could， in principle， approxima也 thetertiむys仕uctureof a 

RNA (Khan and Roe， 1988; PeITeault et al.， 1989; Breaker， 1997b). Thus， it was postulated 

出atDN A rnight forrn functional s仕uctureas RN A. B ased on these concept， several a仕empts

to generate sing1e s町andDN A enzymes by in v itro selection have been successful (Figure 

2B). Catalytic DNAs (DNA enzyme) with DNA ligase activity， with self-cleaving activity and 

with RN A cleaving activity is derived by SELEX叩 dall of these DN Azymes forrn single s仕組d

DNA (Cuenoud and Szostak， 1995; Carmi et al.， 1996; Santoro and Joyce， 1997). Almost all 

DNA enzymes are known as arti:ficial motifs. 

Screening System for Proteins and Peptides 

Protein and peptide征 eexpected as the excellent functional molecules that avail to diagnos tic， 

therapeutic， and industrial applications， because出eyconsisting of the combination of 20 kinds 

of amino acids have more complexity and diversity than another molecules， such as DNA and 

RNA are compose of only 4 kinds of nucleotides， and cany out a wider range of s町ucturaland 

catalytic roles in biology. lndeed， almost cellular functional molecules， inc1uding enzyme， 

antibody， cell-surface-receptor and甘anscriptionalfactor， are constructed by them Therefore， 

a discovery of novel functional proteins and peptides have the advantage of indus町ialand 

medical developments. 

As described above， molecular screening procedures， is essential to出econcept of 

Darwinian evolution， require the integration of two chernical process inevitably; amplification 

and selection. In using the procedures， molecular having both genotype and phenotype is 

essential， because amplification is achieved by the copy of gene and selection is perfolTlled in 

出efunctionality of the molecules. Therefore， the procedures are suitable for selecting 

functional RN A molecules easily against protein and peptide， because RN A have both genotype 

and phenotype. Indeed， the systems applied to the selection of RNA is already in仕oducedas 

SELEX and in νitro genetic selection at previous paragraph. 

On the other hand， selection of proteins having only phenotype is difficult without 

device. lt is the comrnon problems in selection of protein to amplify出einformation of 

selected proteins， retum them to出epool in next cycles and read their information. To resolve 

these problems， it is important to couple genotype，出atis ribonucleic acid， and phenotype，出at

is protein， to select proteins. So far the various screening systems to select the specific 

functional proteins from the pool of them having randOIll sequences of arnino acids have been 



developed. 

Until recently， most approaches to出isproblem have involved a step in which the 

DNAis仕組scribedand translated in νivo， and the resulting protein is expressed in such away 

as to remain physically linked to the encoding nucleic acid， w hich then is recovered for 

amplification and further selection. As one of the such approaches， phage display method is 

famous (Smith， 1985; Harrison et al.， 1996; Smith and Pe仕enko，1997) (Figure 3). In the 

case of phage display， the foreign gene sequence coding peptide or protein domain is spliced 

into the gene for one of the phage coat protein， so出atthe foreign amino acid sequence is 

genetically fused to the endogenous amino acids of the coat protein to make a hybrid “fusion" 

protein. Phages inserted such foreign sequence infect: Esche richia coli (E. coli) cells， and 

then when出eyare released from the cell， the hybrid coat protein is incorporated into phage 

p訂 ticles，so出atthe foreign peptide or protein domain is displayed in the outer surface. 

Because出isphage have both DN A and displayed peptide coding the DN A，出atis both 

genotype and phenotype， DN A can be collected after selection against displayed peptide. 

Another example of in νivo approaches include plasmid display， and completely in νiνo genetic 

approaches (Schatz et al.， 1996; Moore and Arnold， 1996; Harada et al.， 1996; Boder釦 d

Witt:rup， 1997; Zhang et al.， 1997). However， the most of systems are not able to retain the 

diversity of pool， because they have the process based on living cells in order to link phenotype 

to genotype. In the case of phage display， diversi~y of pool of proteins is about only 

population of 9 orders. 

More recently， two types of selection techniques of special protein (peptides or 

antibody)inνitro (cell-free) system， so-called ribosome display (polysome display) system and 

protein-RNA covalent binding system， have been report{ぅd(Mattheakis et al.， 1994; Ma凶leakis

et al.， 1996; Hanes and Pluckthun， 1997; He and Taussig， 1997; Nemoto et al.， 1997; Roberts 

and Szost比， 1997; Hanes et al.， 1998; Makeyev et al.， 1999; Hanes et al.， 1999) (Figure 4). 

In these approaches， multiple rounds of selection cycles，出atDN A library is仕anscibed，組d也e

RNA is仕組slated，protein with RNA having the information of amino acid sequences is 

selected， selected RN A is reverse transcribed and紅nplified，紅erepeated to enrich functional 

proteins. These approaches can follow amino acid sequences of population of 12 orders出

血eory. In the fl 
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Introduction of Rational Screening Systems for Selection of Functional RNA and 

Protein 

The thesis describes the rational screening system for selection of functional RNA and protein. 

Functional RN A and protein (peptide) motifs including ribozyme， apt但ner，en勾rme，antibody， 

hormone and cellular factor are useful for the application of industry， as described above. 

Especially， 1 expects to apply functional RN A and protein as出edrug of gene therapy. It is 

advantage that vector introduced to cell expresses functional RN A and protein continuously. 

Accordingly， It is important to make the easy system for screening functional proteins and 

nucleotides from a pool of various sequences in the laboratory. 

In Chapter 2， title is“Discrimination of a single base change in a ribozyme using the 

gene for dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) as a selective marker in E. coli.， 1 describes the model 

of screening system for RN A motif in νivo出atwas designed to identify new hammerhead 

ribozymes withhighactivity (Fujitaetal.， 1997; Fujitaetal.， 1998; Hamadaetal.， 1999). M 

describe above， ribozyme，出atis one of functional RN A， were discovered in the early 1980s 

and various types of ribozyme have been identified from now. N atural ribozymes have RN A-

cleavage activity and exhibit high s ubs仕ates pecifici句人 Therefore， ribozymes appe紅 tohave 

potential as tools for suppressing the expression of specific genes. In 1990， for the rapid 

selection of functional sequences in νitro from a population of random sequences， a novel 

methods， namely SELEX and inνitro genetic selection， were developed. New functional 

ribozymes with ligase， kinase， amino-acid cleavage or self-alkylating activities have already 

been selected by出isprocedure. However， the functional ribozymes selected in vitro might 

not always be the same as the best ribozyme in the cellular environment. Therefore， 1 

cons仕uctedthe novel i n νiνo system which is designed to identify new hammerhead ribozyme 

with high affinity. 

In Chapter 3， title is“Comparison of 1 n νivo Activities of 5¥Connected and 3'-

Connected cis-Acting Ribozymesへ1performed the improvement of出eprevious our in vivo 

screening system for ribozyme (Fujita et al.， 1998; Hamada et al.， 1998). 1 constructed a 3'-

connected ribozyme system and compared its activities with those of the 5¥side ribozyme，出at

means the system in Chapter 2， to examine whether the cleavage efficiency of出e3'-side 

ribozyme might be 
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plura1 protein motifs and plura1 RNA motifs respectively. In previous study， our laboratory 

found a novel aI1ificia1 RNA motif， namely Tat-aptamer，出atbinds spec江icallyto仕組s-activator

protein (Tat) of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1 (HIV-1) with high affinity (Yamamoto 

et a1.， 1997; Yamamoto et a1.， 1998). Because the interaction between Tat-aptむnerto Tat 

protein is exむemelyhigh，出isinteraction rnight be useful for linking s仕onglybetween protein 

and RNA. Moreover， 1 examined tandem linking of plura1 Tat-aptamers and plura1 Tat-derived 

peptide containing arginine-rich basic region in order to emphasize the interaction. 

In Chapter 5， title is “Approach for in νitro rationa1 protein selection using 

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) as model protein'¥1 suggests the rationa1 protein screening 

system for protein and peptide in vitro. As described above， 2 kinds of in vitro screening 

methods for protein， namely ribosome display and protein-RNA cova1ent binding systerns， 

already have been developed. In the former case， ribosome forrns the complex along with 

protein and ribonucleic acid， and complex is retained by eliminating stop codon. In the la仕er

case， protein binds cova1ently to ribonucleic acid w hich i:s ligated to DN A labeled by puromysin 

at 3' end. In these approaches， multiple rounds of selection cycles，出atDN A library is 

仕組scibed，and the RN A is translated， protein with RN)'¥. coding the information of amino acid 

sequences is selected， selected RNA is reverse仕組scribedand amplified， are repeated to enrich 

functional proteins. N amely， w hen protein is selected， mRN A coding the information of the 

protein is collected too. RN A is reverse-仕組scribedand amplified for reading the information 

of the selected protein. 

In the selection of protein， selection from出epool containing diverse amino acid 

sequences is needed. These in vitro methods are better由加 thesome in νiνo methods， 

because the extension of the diversity of the pool is possible. These methods can follow 

amino acid sequences of population of 12 orders in theory， although the diversity of in νiνo 

system is 90rders. But， each in vitro system have another defects. In ribosome display， the 

retaining of the RN A-ribosome-protein complex is difficult. In protein-RN A covalent binding 

systems， in each cycles， synthesis for linking between puromycin and mRNA is difficult. 

In our study， 1 engineered novel RNA and peptide motif. peptide motif binds to 

RN 



Chapter 2 

A Novel System for Selection of Intracellularly Active 
Ribozyme Using the Gene for Di:hydrofolate Reductase 

(DHFR) as a Selective Marker in Escherichia Coli 



2.1 Summary 

For use of ribozymes in vivo， selection of functional ribozymes in the cellular 

environment (in the presence of inhibitory factors and limited concentrations of 

mandatory Mg2
+ ions， etc.) is desirable. As a first step towards this goal， 1 

developed a new screening system for detection in vivo of an active ribozyme 

from pools of active and inactive ribozymes using the gene for dihydrofolate 

reductase (DHFR) as a selective marker. In our DHFR expression vector， the 
sequence encoding either the active or the inactive ribozyme was connected to the 

DHFR gene. The plasmid was designed such that， when the ribozyme was 
active， the rate of production of DHFR was high enough to endow resistance to 

trimethoprim (TMP). 1 demonstrated that the active ribozyme did indeed clea ve 

the primary transcript in vivo whereas the inactive ribozyme had no cleavage 

activity. Cells that harbored the active-ribozyme-coding plasmid grew faster in 

the presence of a fixed concentration of TMP than the corresponding cells that 

harbored the inactive-ribozyme-coding plasmid. Consequently， when cells 
were transformed by a mixture that consisted of active-and inactive-ribozyme-

coding plasmids at a ratio of 1 :1， (i) mainly those cells that harbored active 

ribozymes survived in the presence of TMP and (ii) both active-and inactive-

ribozyme-harboring cells grew at an identical rate in the absence of TMP， a 

demonstration of a positive selection system in v i v 0・ Ifthe background "noise" 

could be removed completely in the future， it might usefully complement existing 
selection systems in v itro. 



2.2 Introduction 

Ribozyme and antisense techno1ogies appe紅 tohave potential as methods for suppressing the 

expression of specific genes (Cameron and Jennings， 1989; S紅 veret al.， 1990; Uhlmann and 

Peyman， 1990; Erickson and Izant， 1992; Gray and Cedergren， 1992; Heidenreich and Eckstein， 

1992; Murray， 1992; Ojwang et al.， 1992; Rossi， 1992). 百lerefore，it is hoped出at出eyw出

be powerfu1 too1s in gene therapy for some diseases caused by aberrant gene expression， 

including diseぉescaused by infectious agents such as HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) 

(Sarver et al.， 1990; Heidenreich and Eckstein， 1992; Qjwang et al.， 1992; Leavitt et al.， 1995). 

There are several s仕ategiesfor inhibition of the expression of specific genes during仕組scription

and仕組slation(Blume et al.， 1992; Roy， 1993; Choo et cU.， 1994; Gee et al.， 1994; Mayfield et 

al.， 1994). The harnmerhead ribozyme belongs to the class of mo1ecules known as antisense 

RN As (hereafter， the terrn ribozymes refers exclusively to hammerhead ribozymes unless 

otherwise noted) (Pyle， 1993; Dahm et a1.， 1993; Uebayasi et al.， 1994; Sawata et a1， 1995; 

Kumar et a1.， 1996; Amontov and Tむra1996; Zhou et al.， 1996a; Zhou et al.， 1996b; Bassi et 

a1.， 1995; Orita et al.， 1996). However， because of short ex仕asequences出atforrn the so-

called catalytic loop， it can act as an enzyme. Since the subs仕atespecificity of antisense and 

ribozyme molecules is high， antisense and ribozyme sむategiesseem likely to have some va1ue 

for出erapeuticpurposes (Sarver et al.， 1990). 

When the harnmerhead ribozyme was engineered in such a way出atit can cleave a 

specific RNA sequence "in trans" (Uhlenbeck， 1987; Haseloff and Gerlach， 1988)， it was 

pos tulated that it might be much more effective出ansirnple antisense molecules in several 

respects (Uhlenbeck， 1987; Haseloff and Gerlach， 1988; 'Wcubot and Bruening， 1988; Maddox， 

1989; Inokuchi et cu.， 1994). However， because of出eirinstab出tyand their lower出組

expected activities inνivo， ribozymes have not yet proven their superiority to antisense 

molecules. There seem to be severa1 reasons for their low activity in viν0: (i) there may be 

many cellular proteins in νivo出atinhibit their catalytic activity (Parker et al.， 1992; Tむraand 

Nishikawa 1992); (u)白eintracellu1ar concen仕組onof M:g2
+ ions is much lower由加出atused 

ln νitro for testing the ribozyme activity (Silver and C1ark， 1971; F1atrnan， 1984; Romani and 

Scarpa， 1992); and (iii) several cellular RNases conむibuteto their 



Moreover， selection systems in vitro always involve reverse仕組scription. The activity of出e

ribozyme is associated with its specific s仕ucturebut reverse仕組scriptaseactivity is known to be 

inhibited by some secondary s仕uctures(Tuerk et al.， 1992). Therefore， there is always a risk 

of missing the most effective ribozymes during selection inνitro. 

Because of these limitations to screening systems in vitro， 1 needs to design a 

screening system in viνo w hereby selection can be made under the cel1ular conditions under 

which ribozymes must be active. As a first step towards the development of a screening 

system in vivo， 1 used the gene for dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) as a selective marker in 

Escherichia coli (E. coli). The addition by DHFR of a methyl group to deoxyuI泊ine5¥ 

monophosphate (dU加1P)to form thymidylic acid is an irnportant reaction in DNA synthesis 

(Blakley and Benkovic， 1985). Since DN A synthesis is required by all proliferating cel1s， 

inhibition of DNA synthesis is one of the most effecUve ways of con仕ollingcel1 division. 

Several drugs， such as仕出le出opr出1(Tht1P) and metho町exate(MTX)，紅epo也ntinhibitors of 

DHFR and， consequently，出eyinhibit DNA synthesis and the multiplication of cel1s (Iwakura et 

al.， 1982; Blakley and Benkovic， 1985; Taira et al.， 1987; Tむraand Benkovic， 1988). When 

an inhibitor of DHFR， such as T恥1P， is present in the culture medium at a certain concen仕組on，

DHFR-producing clones， which have had already been仕組sfectedby a DHFR-expressing 

vector， are expected to survive and grow more rapidly出annon-expressing clones (Iwakura et 

al.， 1983). Therefore， if 1 can control the level of expression of the DHFR gene by a ribozyme， 

1 should be able to determine the activities of ribozymes in terms of resistance to TMP (Tht1Pr). 

Namely， Th在prshould be a function of ribozyme activity出atcan， in tum， be estimated from the 

concen仕組onof Tht1P in the culture medium. 1 reports here出atclones出ats urvived at a fixed 

concentration of TMP harbored mostly active ribozymes. Moreover， this selection system 

successfully identified a single base change in νivo and， therefore， to the best of our knowledge， 

出isis the first report that suggests the possibility of positive selection in νiνo of functional 

ribozymes. 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

Bacterial Strains and Plasmids. 

E. coli HB 101 (recA13， supE44; Takara Shuzo Co.， Kyoto) was used as a recipient for 

transformation. Several ribozyme expression vectors were constructed by modi今mg出e

DHFR expression vector pTZDHFR20 (Iwakura et al.， 1995). 



Synthesis of Oligonucleotides and Construction of Plasmids. 

Oligodeoxynucleotides [active-ribozyme linkers (forw紅 d，デーAGCTTA ACT AAT 

TGA ATI CCT GAT GAG TCC CTA GGG ACG AAA CCA TGG ACT AAC TAA CTA AT -

3' ~ and the corresponding reverse sequence)， pseudo-ATG linkers (forw紅 d，デー CCGGAA 

AAG GAG GAA CTT CCA TGG TCG AAT TCA ACC TAT ATG ATC AGT CTG AT寸 GCG

GCG -3'~ 釦d reverse)， and 3' -terminator linkers (forw紅 d，デー TCGAGC GTC GTT AAA 

GCC CGC CTA ATG AGC GGG CTT TTT TTT TTA G -3'~ 組d reverse)] were synthesized 

with a DNA synthesizer (model 392~ Applied Biosysterns， Foster City， CA) and purified by 

chromatography. Single base change (G5 to A5， or A14 to G14
) was introduced within the 

active-ribozyme catalytic core (Figure 1).百lesechanges had been already shown to destroy 

cleavage activity (Ruffner et al.， 1990; Inokuchi et al.， 1994). Each linker was "tailed" with a 

recognition sequence for an appropriate res仕ictionendonuclease. Each oligonucleotide linker 

was denatured at 95CC in a water bath and出engradually cooled to room temperature in TE 

buffer. After annealing， each linker set was then ligated to the digested vector pTZDHFR20 

1ノiaits restriction sites and the tailed cohesive ends of the synthetic oligonucleotide linkers 

(Figure. 2). 

Composition of Culture Medium. 

Luria-Bertani' s broth-modified (LBM) plates， containing polypeptone， yeast ex仕act，N aCl， and 

16 rnM MgS 04， were used for experiments to check the grow出 rateof individual clones. For 

the incubation of仕組sformedE. coli cells on LBM plates， the medium contained ampicillin 

(Amp) (100μg/ml) and/or TMP (70μg/ml). 

Northern Blot Analysis. 

Plasmid vector pTZDHFR harboring both a ribozyme and a DHFR gene was used to仕 組sform

E. coli HB 101. After overnight incubation at 37 'C， total RNA was isolated with ISOGENTM 

(Nippongene Co.， Toyama) from 2 ml of cell culture in 2x YT medium. Ten micrograms of 

total RN A per s訂nple were denatured in glyox2u/dimethyl sulfoxide， subjected to 

elec仕ophoresisin a 1. 8 % Metaphor™ agarose (FMC Inc.) gel， and仕組sferredto a Hybond-

NTM nylon membrane (Amersham Co.) (Sambrook et al.!t 1989). 百lemembrane was probed 

with a synthetic oligonucleotide (グー ATICGC TGA ATA CCG ATT CCC AGT CAT CCG 

GCT CGT AAT C -3' ~ complementary to DHFR mRNA)出athas been labeled with 32p using 

T4 Polynucleotide kinase (Tak紅 aShuzo). PrehybridizaUon and hybridization were performed 

in the same solution (5x SSPE， 50% formamide， 5x Denhardt' s solution， 0.5% SDS， 150 

μg/ml calf thymus DNA). Final washing was performed in 0.1x SSPE， 0.1 % SDS at 70 'C 

for 30 min. 
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Figure 1. Secondary structure of an active ribozyme. A single point mutation 
(G5 to A， or A14 to G; circle①eliminates the ribozyme activity. 1t is to be noted 
that the cata1ytic loop containing G5 and A 14 captures Mg2+ ions since a 
hammerhead ribozyme is a metalloenzyme. 
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Fi伊lre2. The ribozyme-connected D HFR expression vector. The plasmid 
vector has two A TG codons， one of which is a pseudo-initiation codon， located 
upstream of the authentic ATG which is the initiation codon for the DHFR gene. 
If an acti ve ribozyme is introduced upsむeamof the DHFR-cOOing region and if， 
upon transcription， the primary transcript is cleaved by this cis-acti喝 ribozyme
at the predetermined site between the two AUG COdOllS， the excised mRNA can 
produce DHFR. Otherwise， the primary transcript starts translation at出e
pseudo-initiation codon， which is associated with a strong Shine-Da1伊no(SD) 
sequence and is out of frame with respect to the !)HFR gene. 



Primer Extension Analysis. 

An aliquot of a 0.2 pmol of [32P]-labeled oligonucleotide primer (ター GCCGAT AAC GCG 

ATC TAC -3'; complementary to DHFR mRNA) was allowed to hybridize to 5μg of an RNA 

sample by heating at 65 'c for 90 min and gradual cooling to room temperature in 15μ1 of a 

solution of 10 mMTris-HCl (pH 8.3)，0.15 M KCl， and 1 mMEDTA. Then 15μ1 of2x RT 

reaction mixture containing 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3)，15 mM MgC1
2
， 8 mMDTT， 0.8 mM 

each dNTP， 6 units human placental ribonucleぉeinhibitor，釦d80 units of SuperScript 

RN aseH-reverse仕組scriptase(Gibco BRL， Gaithersburg， 恥⑪)were added. The reverse 

transcription (RT) reactions were carried out at 42 'c for 60 min to avoid the inf1uence of the 

secondary s仕uctureof the mRNA. After the RT reaction， 2μ1 of stop solution， containing 

95 % formamide， 20 mM EDT A， 0.050/0 bromophenol blue， and 0.05 % xylene cyanol， were 

mixed with 3μ1 of the reaction mixture and the resulting s紅nplewas fractionated on a 7 M urea-

8% polyacrylamide gel. Four ddNTP sequencing reactions from the sarne [32P]-labeled primer 

were fractionated together， creating sequencing ladders as markers. 

2.4. Results and Discussion 

Design and Construction of the Screening Vectors. 

1 designed a screening system in E. coli. In our screening vectors， either an active or an 

inactive ribozyme sequence (Figure 1) was connected ups町e紅nof the E. coli DHFR gene 

(Figure 2). The inactive ribozyme sequence differed from the active one by a single G5
→A 

(or Al4
→ G) mutation within catalytic core of the ribozyme. These mutations abolish 

ribozyme activity (Ruffner et al.， 1990; lnokuchi et al.， 1994). lf出eribozyme were targeted 

to the DHFR gene itself， the growth of cells出athad been transformed by active-ribozyme-

coding plasmids should be slower in the presence of inhibitors of DHFR such as Th在P釦 d

MTX. Then， clones surviving in the presence of TMrP or恥1Tχwouldturn out to have 

inactive-ribozyme-coding sequences， with resultant negative selection. Since it is desirable to 

select colonies that possess active ribozymes (positive selection)， when 1 designed our vectors， 

出eribozyme was not targeted to出eDHFR gene itself but to the region， designated the 

interspace， between two ATG codons (Figure 2)， one of which was the original initiation codon 

of出eDHFR gene itself and the second one of w hich was located ups甘e紅nof the original 

initiation codon. The second ATG was associated with a s仕ongShine-Dargarno (SD) 

sequence and was out of frame relative to the DHFR gene. Therefore， because of the s仕ong

SD sequence associated with the ups仕eam，pseudo-ATCi， 出eprun紅y仕組scriptwould not 

produce a significant amount of DHFR. Only when the active ribozyme had cleaved the 



sequence between the two ATG codons， would the control of translation by the pseudo-ATG 

with a s仕ongSD sequence be abolished and the original ATG would lead to production of 

DHFR. 

In order to avoid any readthrough from the ups仕e但nregions，組 刈1stop codon" 

sequence (TAA CTA ACT AA) wぉ m仕oducedbetween the ribozyme and SD sequences. In 

出isregion， a stop codon would be encountered in all three possible frames. Furthermore， in 

order to facilitate出e組 alysisof transcripts， a terminator sequence (Yanofsky， 1981; Iwakura 

and T組 aka， 1992) was in町oduceddowns仕eamof the DHFR gene. Then， if the active 

ribozyme were to attack the so-called interspace and cleave the primary仕組script，which would 

consist of both the ribozyme and出eDHFR genes connected in tandem， the resulting仕uncated

(ribozyme-free) DHFR rnRNA would potentially be detectable by Northern blot叩 alysis.

Discrimination of Active Ribozymes from Inactive Ribozymes in the Presence 0 f 

TMP. 

Taking advantage of the direct relationship between the level of expression of DHFR and the 

S仕engthof resistance to 百1p(Iwakura et al.， 1983)， 1 constructed an active ribozyme-screening 

system. Among several concentrations of T~在P tested， 1 found that at 70μg TMP Iml culture 

medium， E. coli clones出athad been transformed with the active-ribozyme-expression vector 

grew more rapidly and made larger colonies as compared to the clones with the inactive 

ribozymes. Figure 3 shows the difference in growth rates between the active-and inactive-

ribozyme-expressing colonies at 27 'c叩d37 'C. Since the E. coli strain HB 101 used in出1S

study produces a low level of endogenous DHFR， formation of background colonies could not 

be avoided. Since the difference in growth rates between the active-and inactive-ribozyme-

expressing colonies wぉ greaterat 27 'C出anat 37 'C (Figure 3B)， selection of active 

ribozymes described below was made at 27 'C in the presence of 70μg TMP and 100μg Amp 

per rnilliliter. 

Since active-ribozyme-expressing colonies grew more rapidly， as expected， 出an

inactive-ribozyme-expressing colonies， 1 carried out a random screening assay according to出e

procedure outlined in Figure 4. In出1S ぉsay， equimol紅 amountsof active-and inactive-

ribozyme-coding plasmids were mixed and competent HB 101 cells were仕組sformedwith the 

mixture. The仕組sformedcells were divided into two portions and each portion was plated 

either on an Amp-(100μg/ml) containing plate or on an Amp-(100μglm1) and T恥1P-(70 

μg/ml) containing plate. After incubation for one or more days， rapidly growing colonies were 

picked up at random from both plates. In order to check the reproducibility， 1 picked up only 

10 colonies from each plate per day. Then， after rninipn~paration of plasrnid DN A， sequences 

of the ribozyme regions of the selected clones were determined. Table 1 summarizes the 
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Figure 3. (A)， Colonies of E. coli HB 101 cells that were transformed with the 
active-(right) or inactive-(left) ribozyme-expression plasmid. In the presence 
of 70 mg/ml TMP， colonies expressing active ribozymes (right) grew faster than 
colonies (left) that expressed inactive ribozymes. The difference in growth rates 
between the active-and inacti ve-ribozyme-expressing colonies was greater at 27 
oc (top) than at 37 oC (bottom). (B)， Distribution of colonies according to their 
colony-size. About 4，000 colonies appeared in Figure 3A were classified into 
11 classes based on the diameter of colonies.τhe difference in growth rates 
between the active-and inactive-ribozyme-expressing colonies was greater at 27 
oC (left) than at 37 oC (right). Since the E. coli strain HB 101 used in this study 
produces a low level of endogenous 0 HFR， forrnation of background colonies 
could not be a voided. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the in vivo selectiα1 system. Competent cells 
are transformed with a mixture of equimolar amounts of acti ve-and inacti ve-
ribozyme-expression plasmids. In the absence of selecti∞pressぼ e(Amp 
plate)， both acti ve-and inacti ve-ribozyme-expressing colonies are expected to 
grow at the same rate. In contrast， acti ve-ribozyme-expressing colonies are 
expected to grow faster on the AmptrMP plate. 



Table 1. Numbers of selected colonies with active and inactive ribozymes on 
TMP-containing andlor Arnp-containing plates. 
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Plates were ircubated at 27 oC for 2-3 days， then larger colonies were picked up 
at random. TMP plates containied 70μg of TMP and 100μg of Amp per 
milliliter， and Amp plates contained 100μg of Amp per milliliter without TMP. 



sequencing results for the selected clones frOlTI more出anseven independent experiments. 

Clones selected in the presence of TMP harbored mainly active ribozymes: in the case of G5 and 

A
5 
mixture， only one out of seventy-six sequences turned out to be an inactive ribozyme 

sequence. By con仕ast， clones selected in the absence of T乱1p(in the presence of only Amp) 

yielded active and inactive sequences at a ratio of 1: 1. S出lilarresults were obtained in the case 

of A1 
4 and G 14 mixture. 

In order to confmn出atthe phenotypic difference shown in Table 1 rea1ly originated 

from a single base change and not from any other lTIutations within the DHFR gene， 1 

sequenced several clones in their entirety， including the DHFR region and 1 further exchanged 

出eHindIII-AccIII fragment (see Figure 2)出atcontained the ribozyme sequence between the 

selected active and inactive clones. Since (i) no mutation was detected in出eDHFR gene and 

(ii) the exchanged cons廿ucthad the opposite phenotype， 1 could conclude出atthe phenotypic 

difference presented in Table 1 originated from a single base mutation. Therefore， 1 confirmed 

出atthe selection pressure of TMP was useful for identif:ication of a single base change within 

the catalytic core of the ribozyme， which was correlated with ribozyme activity， which， in tum， 

was correlated with the level of expression of DHFR. 

Detection of a Cleaved Fragment by Northern Blot Analysis. 

In order to confirm出at白ephenotypic d江ferencewas associated with the cleavage activity of 

白eribozyme， Northern blot analysis was carried out with total RNA from E. coli HB101 cells 

出athad been仕組sfectedwith ribozyme expression vectors. Northern blot analysis is the most 

direct method for identifying cleavage activities of ribozynles in vivo. However， since cleaved 

fragments tend to undergo rapid degradation in νiν0， N orthem blot analysis failed in the past to 

detect cleaved fragments (Sioud and Drlica， 1991; Ferbeyre et al.， 1995). Our results of 

Northem analysis are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen in lane 1， both the intact primary 

transcript and the cleaved fragment were detected in the analysis of to凶 RNAex仕actedfrom 

cells出atcontained the active ribozyme vector. However， no cleavage activity was detected 

when 1 analyzed the total RNA ex仕actedfrom cells出atcontained the inactive ribozyme vector 

(lane 2). Although the inactive ribozyme lane (lane 2) appe紅 sto show a weak signal at出e

size of the truncated fragment，出isis not the cleavage product as will be evidenced by the 

primer extension analysis (Figure 6). The identification of the bands was bぉedon mob出tyof 

RNA size-rnarkers. 

Why did 1 detect the cleaved fragments when others have failed? In our case， the 

ribozyme target site was located upstream of the DHFR gene (Figure 2). Therefore， the 

DHFR mRNA itself remained intact before and a丘町出eribozyme-mediated cleavage. Thus， the 
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Figure S. Northern blot analysis. Ten micrograms of total RNA from E. coli 
cellsラ transformedwith the ribozyme-DHFR expression vector shown in Figure 
2， were subjected to electophoresis in 1.80/0 Metaphor™ agarose. After transfer 
to a membrane filter， the RNA was allowed to hybridize with the synthetic 
oligonucleotide probe (40-mer)ヲ whichwas complementary to pa口oftheDHFR 
gene. Lane 1: active ribozyme， with G5 at the catalytic core. Lane 2: inactive 
ribozyme， with A5 at the catalytic core. The active ribozyme expression vector 
produced the excised short fragment (lane 1) but there was 00 truncated 
fragment in laoe 2ヲ whichoriginated from the inacti ve ribozyme expression 
vector. Lane 1 also shows the intact primary transcript. Fragment sizes vvere 
consistent with the expected lengths， estimated from a standard curve for 
mobilities of RNA size-markers. The oumbers indicate the length of fragmeots 
in nucleotides deterrnined by using size markers (not shown). 
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Figure 6. Primer extension analysis. Five rnicrograms of total RNA were used 
as template for reverse transcription， with a 5'-end-labeled synthetic 
oligonucleotide primer. After transcription， the labeled transcribed product was 
subjected to electrophoresis on an 8% polyacrylamide gel. Lane 1: active 
ribozyme with the all stop codon was used as template. Lane 2: inactive 
ribozyme with the all stop codon was used as template. Lane 3: active ribozyme 
¥vithout the all stop codon. Lane 4: inactive ribozyme without the all stop 
codon. Both lane 1 and lane 3 include cleaved fragments. On the other hand， no 
cleaved fragments are seen in lane 2 and lane 4. The exact site of cleavage was 
determined by reference to the sequencing ladders. 
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protection from digestion by RNases "stored" within the sequence of DHFR mRNA， did not 

change after the cleavage (protection by the binding of ribosomes， etc.). 

Identification of the Cleavage Site by Primer Extension Analysis. Although 

the sizes of intact and cleaved mRN As (Figure 5) were determined to be correct by reference to 

RNA size-markers， the exact cleavage site was not determined by Northem blot analysis. In 

order to confirm出atthe cleaved fragment shown in Figure 5 was really produced by the action 

of出eribozyme， primer extension analysis was carried out (Figure 6). In these experiments， 

two different sets of cons仕uctswere used. In one case， the plasmids shown in Figure 2，出at

contained the "all stop codon" region and either active (lane 1) or G5 -> A5 inactive (lane 2) 

ribozyme were used. In the second case， plasmids without the "all stop codon" region but 

having either an active (lane 3) or G5 -> A5 inactive (lane 4) ribozyme were used. 

As judged from the sequencing ladders on the left side， exactly the expected target sites were 

cleaved by the active ribozymes (lanes 1 and 3). By con仕ast，no cleavage products were 

detected with inactive ribozyme cons甘ucts(lanes 2 and 4)，出isstrongly supports the conclusion 

for Figure 5. A one-base-longer fragment was also observed for each transcript. These 

fragments can most probably be explained by出echaracteristics of reverse transcriptase， which 

hぉ a、napback" feature and incorporates one ex仕anucleotide independently of the template 

(Frohm組， 1990). It should be noted出at， since the reaction mixture for the reverse 

仕組scriptasereaction contained Mg2
+ ions， p紅白 of the initial仕組scripts(intact mRN A) 

underwent ribozyme-mediated cleavage during reverse transcription. However， since there 

were no products other than the expected ones， I can safely conclude出atthe cleavage occurred 

specifically at the predetermined target site inνiνo. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Successful selection inνitro of tailored RNA has been reported and is of considerable current 

interest (Beaudry and Joyce， 1992; Pan and Uhlenbeck， 1992; Gray and Cedergren， 1993; 

Lehman and Joyce， 1993; Nakamaye and Eckstein， 1994; Cuenoud釦 dSzostak， 1995; Ishizaka 

et al.， 1995). However， to our knowledge， no such selection system exists inνiνo. When 

ribozymes紅 eto be used in νiν0， I need to select the RNA出atfunctions best in the cellular 

environment. Tsuchihashi and Herschlag reported出ata protein derived from the p7 

nucleocapsid (NC) protein of HIV-1 c組 facilitateribozyrne cleavage (Tsuchihashi et al.， 1993; 

Herschlag et al.， 1994). Other proteins also probably facilitate ribozyme cleavage (Ber町and

and Rossi， 1994). By contrast， there are few reports of successful ribozyme-mediated gene 



inactivation in Saccharomyce s ce reνisiae (Parker et al.， 1992; T出raand Nishikawa， 1992; Egli 

and Braus， 1994; Ferbeyre et al.， 1995; Ferbeyre et al.， 1996). The difficulties in 

characterizing ribozyme action inνiνo may hint at出eexis tence of cellular inhibitOIγfactors. 

Under such circumstances， it is desirable to be able to select functional ribozymes in the 

presence of such putative inhibitory factors in νivo. To this end， 1 first attempted to cons仕uct

a positive selection system inνiνo based on the general scheme shown in Figure 7. When a 

toxin is expressed， cells harboring the gene for the toxin should be killed. If mRN A for the 

toxin can be successfully cleaved by the ribozyme出atis co-expressed with the toxin mRNA， 

then cells harboring active ribozymes should survive and should form colonies. Consequently， 

all surviving colonies should hold inforrnation about active ribozyme sequences. In our first 

a仕empt，the toxin gene selected was the gene for Ribonuclease T1 (RNase T¥). However， 

despite some considerable effort， 1 failed to generate any plasmids出atcorresponded to the one 

shown in Figure 7， when RNase T¥ was used as a selective marker. No cons仕uctswith a 

gene for RNase T¥ were rescued from transformed E. coli cells. Qnly frame-shifted constructs， 

with aborted production of RN ase T¥， could be rescued. In出isfirst a仕empt，1 could not 

control the extent of the to氾cityof RNase T¥. 

1， next， chose a potentially more con仕ollablegene as a selective marker， namely， the 

gene for DHFR (lwakura et al.， 1983). As stated in the In仕oduction，DHFR is essential for 

DN A synthesis (Blakley and Benkovic， 1985). Moreover， there exists a direct relationship 

between the level of expression of DHFR and the s仕engthof resistance to TMP (Iwakura et al.， 

1983). As a first s記ptowards constructing加 inviνo screening system， 1 tested the feasib出ty

of use of DHFR gene with a construct shown in Figure 2. 1 initially examined two types of 

ribozyme， an active and an inactive ribozyme， in our initial test of the system. 

At a fixed concen仕組onof T乱1pof 70μg/ml， E. coli cells harboring the active 

ribozyme expression vector grew faster出anthose harboring the inactive ribozyme expression 

vector (Figure 3). Then 1 prepared a mixture of active and inactive ribozyme expression 

vectors in equimolar amounts and plated出e仕組sformedE. coli cells with the mixture on LBM 

plates出atcontained TMP at 70μg/ml. After incubation at 27 CC for 2 to 3 days， cl 
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of a plasnlid for the in vivo selectiαl 
system. When the ribozyme is active， it can prevent expression of the toxin. 



bo出 ofthese analyses (Fig. 5 and 6)， the mutant ribozyrne (Gs→A) did not have any cleavage 

activity. Another change，出ateliminates ribozyme activity is a single base change at A14 

(Rufner et al.， 1990). Wi白血isA1iG14 system， for the most p訂 t，active ribozymes could be 

selected in the presence of T乱1p(Table 1). Taking all these results into accounts， 1 can 

conclude白atthe difference in phenotypes of these clones originated from only a single-base 

mutation at the catalytic core of the hammerhead libozyme (Figure 1). 

The examination of the cons甘uctshown in Figure 2 rev巴aled出epossibility of selecting active 

ribozymes in Vi1ノousing DHFR as a selective marker. However， in its present foロn，出e

background "noise" could obscure selection of an active mutant from a large pool of inactive 

molecules (since the E. coli strain HB 101 used in出isstudy produces an endogenous DHFR， 

formation of background colonies could not be avoided): This is a preconstruction experiment 

and there was an escape of one inactive ribozyme among 76 clones selected in the G/As system 
and two inactive ribozymes among 44 clones selected in the A1iG14 system (Table 1). 1 have 

not yet optimized出ispositive selection system inνivo. 1 know出atthe cleavage activity of 

出eribozyme depends s仕onglyon the target site. Almong several possible target sites， 1 

arbitrarily chose， in this study， one target site close to the initiation codon. The ribozyme 

sequence was placed on the 5' side of出eDHFR gene and no attempt has yet been made to 

comp紅 e出eactivity with出atof ribozymes placed on the 3' side (to avoid any reinitiation). 

Genes other出an出atfor DHFR may also be more suitable as selective markers (the general 

positive selection system shown in Figure 2 may be applicable to genes other出an出atfor 

DHFR). 1紅 e，at present，仕yingωrrnprove出issystem (仕yingto remove the "noise") by 

several strategies including the use of a DHFR-null s仕ain. Nevertheless， as a first step 

toward the construction of an in viνo positive selection system，出epresent system allowed us 

successfully to identify a single base ch如 ge出atwas associated with a change in ribozyme 

activity. While a bacterial cis-ac白19system is described in出isreport， it is clear出at出e

approach might be adapted to a trans-acting eukaryotic system which would be of value for the 

development of ribozyme gene therapies for human disease. 



Chapter 3 

Comparison of In Vivo Activities between 5'-Connected 

and 3'-Connected Cis-Act:ing Ribozymes 



3.1 Summary 

If ribozymes are to be exploited in vivo， it is necessaηto select ribozymes that 

are functional in the intracellular environment. Ribozymes selected in the 

intracellular environment should retain their function in v i v 0 as well as in vitro. 

I has devised a novel system for selection of active ribozymes from pools of 

active and inactive ribozymes using the gene for dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) 

as a selective marker. In our first attempt， a sequence encoding either an active 

or an inactive ribozyme was connected upstreaJTI of the gene for DHFR. Each 

plasmid was designed such that， when the ribozyme was active， the ribozyme 

would cleave the target site and， as a result， the rate of production of DHFR 

would be high enough to endow resistance to trimethoprim (TMP). However， a 

critical defect may be associated with introduction of a ribozyme upstream of the 

DHFR gene because， during actual screening for active ribozymes on the 5' side 
from a pool of random sequences， there is the danger of selecting sequences that 

are not related to the activity of ribozymes. Indeed， some upstream linker 
sequences affected the level of expression of the DHFR protein and， as a result， 
the resistance of Escherichia coli (E. coli) to TMP. Therefore， I newly 

constructed a 3' -connected ribozyme system， and activities in vivo of 5'-

connected and 3' -connected ribozymes were compared. I found that the 

cleavage efficiencies in v i v 0 were nearly identicatl for the two types of ribozyme， 
24 % for the 5' -side ribozyme and 23 % for the 3' -side ribozyme， indicating that 
polysomes did not seem to inhibit the action of the 3' ・connectedribozyme. In 

both cases， when cells were transformed with a 1:1 mixture of active and inactive 

ribozyme-coding plasmids， it was mainly the cells that harbored the active 

ribozyme that survived in the presence of TMP. 



3.2. Introduction 

Cata1ytic RN As， known collectively as ribozymes， wenぅdiscoveredin the early 1980s in the 

group 1 intron of Tetrahymena by Cech and as the RNA. subunit of RNase P by Altman (Cech 

et al.， 1981; Guerruer-Takada et al.， 1983). Various types of ribozyme have been identified， 

inc1uding group II introns; hammerhead， hairpin and hepatitis delta virus ribozymes; and 

ribosomal RN A. N atural ribozymes have RN A-c1eavage activity and exhibit high substrate 

specificity. Therefore， ribozymes (as well as antisense technologies) appear to have potential 

as to01s for suppressing the expression of specific genes (Cameron and Jennings， 1983; Sarver 

et a1.， 1990; Uhlmann and Peyman， 1990; Erickson and Izant， 1992; Heudebreuch and Eckstein， 

1992; Murray， 1992; Ojwang et al.， 1992; Rossi， 1992; Altman， 1993; Bra仕yet al.， 1993; 

Ohkawa et al.， 1993). They are expected to be usefu1 in gene therapy for some diseωes出at

are caused by the expression of abnormal mRN A， including diseases caused by infectious 

agents such as human immunodeficienfy virus (HIV) (Sarver et al.， 1990; Heidenreich and 

Eckstein， 1992; Ojwand et al.， 1992; Ohkawa et al.， 1993; Leavitt et al.， 1994). The 

hammerhead ribozyme belongs to the class of m01ecules known as antisense RN As (hereafter， 

出eteロnribozyme refers exc1usively to hammerhead ribozymes unless otherwise noted). 

However， because of the short ex仕asequences出atfOffil the so-called cata1ytic loop capturing 

metal ions， it can act as a metalloenzyme (Dahm et al.， 1993; Pyle， 1993; Uebayasi et al.， 1994; 

Sawata et al.， 1995; Amontov and T出ra，1996; Kumar et. al.， 1996;αita et al.， 1996; Zhou et 

al.， 1996a; Zhou et al.， 1996b; Zhou et al.， 1997). Since the subs仕atespecificity of ribozyme 

molecu1es is high， ribozyme strategies seem likely to have some value as therapeutic agents 

(Erickson and Izant， 1992; Murray， 1992; Eckstein組 dLilly， 1996). 

When the hammerhead ribozyme was engineered s uch出atit could cleave specific 

RNA sequences“in trans" (Uhlenbeck， 1987; Hase10ff and Gerlach， 1988)， it was postulated 

出at出isribozyme might be much more effective出ansimple arttisense molecu1es in several 

respects (Uhlenbeck， 1987; Haseloff and Gerlach， 1988; ~N'albot and Bruening， 1988; Maddox， 

1989; Inokuchi et al.， 1994). However， because the activity and stab出ザ ofribozymes紅 e

highly dependent on the cellular environment (Chen et al.， 1997)， ribozymes have not yet 

proven their significant superiority to antisense molecules. There se 
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(iv) Unlike certain proteinaceous enzymes (Pingoud and Jeltsch， 1997)， it seems unlikely出at

ribozymes reach their target sites by a sliding mechanisnll. 1.匂nyattempts have been made to 

overcome some of these problems， for example， by chemical modification and substitution of 

nucleotides to improve the stability and activity of ribozyrnes (Pieken et al.， 1991 ~ Paolella et al.， 

1992~ Taylor et al.， 1992; Shimayama et al.， 1937; Thomoson et al.， 1996). Selection inνitro 

of functional nucleic acids is also of considerable current interest (Ellington and Szostak， 1990; 

Robertson and Joyce， 1990; Tuerk et al.， 1990). This method has successful1y been used to 

engineer spec江Icribozyme (Beaudry and Joyce， 1992; Pan and Uhlenbeck， 1992; Lehman and 

Joyce， 1993; Nakamaye and Eckstein， 1994; Cuenoud如 dSzostak， 1995; Ishizaka et al.， 1995). 

New functional ribozymes with ligase， kinase， amino-acid cleavage or self-alkylating activities 

have already been selected by出ismethod (B紅白l如 dSzostak， 1993; Lorsch and Szostak， 

1994; Dai et al.， 1995; Wi1son and Szostak， 1995). It might also be possible to select veηf 

active ribozymes using出ismethod. However， a functional ribozyme selected in vitro might 

not be the best ribozyme in the cellular environment， in which there are potential inhibitory 

factors， a 1in註tedconcen仕組onof mandatory Mg2
+ ions， and so on (Denman et al.， 1994; 

Kawasaki et al.， 1996). 

If ribozymes紅 eto be exploited inνivo， it is necessary to select ribozymes白at訂 e

functional in the in仕acellularenvironment. Ribozymes selected in the in仕acellularenvironment 

shou1d retain their function in iノivoas well as in νitro. To this end， 1 attempted to cons仕ucta 

positive selection system in vivo by connecting genes for a toxin and a ribozyme in tandem. 

When a toxin is expressed， cells harboring the gene for the toxin should be killed. If mRN A 

for the toxin can be successfully cleaved by the ribozyme that is co-expressed with the mRNA 

for the toxin， then cells harboring active ribozymes should survive and should forrn colonies. 

Consequently， all surviving colonies should harbor information about the sequences of active 

ribozymes. In our firs t a虻empt，1 selected the gene for Ribonuclease T1 (RNase T1) as出e

gene for the toxin. However， despite considerab1e effort， 1 failed to generate any plasmids出at

encoded both genes for a toxin and a ribozyme出atwere connected in tandem. No constructs 

with a gene for RNase T1 were rescued from仕



出eyinhibit DNA synthesis and the multiplication of cel1s (Iwakura et al.， 1982; Iwakura et al.， 

1983; Blakley叩 dBenkovic， 1985; Taira et al.， 1987; Tむraand Benkovic， 1988). 1 designed 

our vector such出atthe level of expression of DHFR would be high when a ribozyme 

successful1y cleaved its target site. Thus， our method involves positive selection and operates 

as fol1ows. 明弓lenan inhibitor of DHFR， such as T五位) is present in the culture medium at a 

certain concen仕組on，DHFR-producing clones， which have already been仕組sfectedby a 

DHFR expression vector， would be expected to survive and grow more rapidly than non-

expressing clones. When the level of expression of DlIFR exceeds the inhibitory capacity of 

T乱1P，E. coli cel1s can proliferate on T恥1P-containingp1ates. Furthermore， 1 can regulate the 

toxicity of TMP by changing its concentration. Therefore， if 1 can conむ01the leve1 of 

expression of the gene for DHFR， which depends on the activity of a ribozyme， 1 should be 

able to select ribozymes，出atare active in the cel1ular environment by monitoring resistance to 

TMP (Fujita et al.， 1997). 

In our previous study， a ribozyme-encoding sequence was placed ups仕e氾nof the gene 

for DHFR for the following reasons (Fujita et al.， 1997). In the case of prokaryotes such as E. 

coli，むanscriptionis coupled with仕組slationso出at，江 thetarget RN A had been仕組scribed

prior to仕組scriptionof the ribozyme， there would be less of a chance出at出eribozyme would 

cleave the target site. Moreover， polysomes could protect a target site出atwas located 

downs仕eamof a sむongShine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence from attack by ribozymes. Therefore， 

1 placed出eribozyme ups仕eむnof its target site simply to allow仕anscriptionof the ribozyme 

prior to the transcription of the target site and before its protection by polysomes. 

In出isstudy， 1 newly constructed a 3' -connected ribozyme system and compared its 

activities with those of the 5' -side ribozyme to examine whether the cleavage efficiency of the 

3'-side ribozyme might be affected by the potential protection by polysomes. 

3.3. Materials and Methods 

Bacterial Strains and Plasmids 

E. coli HB101 (recA13， supE44; Tak紅 aShuzo Co.， }Cyoto) wぉ usedas the recipient for 

transformation. Several ribozyme expression vectors were constructed by modifying the 

DHFR expression vector pTZDHFR20 (Iwakura et al.， 1995). 

Synthesis of Oligonucleotides and Construction of Plasmids 

The oligodeoxynucleotides were synthesized with a Dl'~ A syn出es包er(model 392; Applied 

Biosystems， Foster City， CA) and purified by chromatography on OPC columns 
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(oligonucleotide purification colurnns; Applied Biosystems). The construction of 3' -connected 

ribozyme expression vectors was based on the previously prepむed51 -side vectors (Fujita et al.， 

1997). 1 synthesized and purified six kinds of oligodeoxynucleotide for construction of 3'-

connected ribozyme expression vectors [primers for PCR for copying出e51 -connected active 

ribozyme (forward， 5' -AGA CGT ATC TCG AGC GTC GTI AAA ACT AAT TGA ATT 

CCT GAT GAG TCC -3'; and reverse，グーGCGTAC GTG GATCCT AAA AAAAAA AGC 

CCG CTC ATI AGG CGG GCTTIA GTT AGT TAG TCC ATG GTI TCG TCC CTA -3')， 

primers for PCR for copying the 51 -connected inactive ribozyme (forw紅 d，グーAGACGTATC 

TCG AGC GTC GTI AAA ACT AAT TGA ATT CCT AAT GAG TCC -3'; and reverse， 5'-

GCG TAC GTG GAT CCT AAA AAA AAA AGC CCG CTC ATT AGG CGG GCT TIA 

GTI AGT TAG TCC ATG GTI TCG TCC CTA -3')， and linkers for the replacement of the 

5' -connected ribozyme (forw訂 d，ターCCGGAG TCA TGG TAG CAA GGT TTC CGC AAA 

ATI GTT CGT GAC CAT CAC ATA ACC TAG CGG ACA -3'; and reverse， 5' -AGC TTG 

TCC GCT AGG TIA TGT GAT AAT CAC GAA CAA TTT TGC GGA AAC CTI GCT ACC 

ATG ACT -3'). A single base change (G5 to A5
) was introduced within the catalytic core of 

the active ribozyme (Figure 1). These changes had been shown previously to des仕oycleavage 

activity (Ruffner et al. 1990; Inokuchi et al. 1994). 

The primers for PCR were complementary to出eups仕e紅nregion and downs仕eam

region of the ribozyme and were tailed with a recognition sequence for restriction endonuclease 

XhoI in the case of the forward primer and for BamHI in the case of the reverse primer. 

Linkers instead of a ribozyme were tailed with a recognition sequence for res仕iction

endonuclease Hindill at出e51 end and for AccIII at出e3' end. Each oligonucleotide linker 

was denatured at 95 oC in a water-bath， then gradually cooled to room temperature in TE buffer. 

After annealing， each linker set was ligated to出eappropriately diges ted vector. F or the 

cons仕uctionof 3' -connected ribozyme expression vectors， the region that contained 5'-

connected ribozymes was cut out from 5' -connected ribozyme vectors by restriction enzymes 

HindIII and AccIll， and a linker was ligated to the digested vector， replacing出eribozyme 

portion (Figure 2). DNA fragments containing 5' -connected ribozyme sequences and 

restriction sites (XhoI and BamHI) were amplified by PCR and were cleaved at出eres仕iction

sites by XhoI and BamHI. Then， these fragments were ligated to the digested ribozyme-free 

vector vi 

Composition of Culture Media 

P lates of Luria-B ertani' s bro th -modified (LB ~の medium， containing polypeptone， yeast ex仕act，

NaCl，加d16 rnM MgS04， were used for experiments to check the growth rates of individual 

clones. For incubation of transfonned E. coli cells on LBM plates， the medium was 
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Figure 1. Secondary structures of the 5'-connected ribozyme (A) and the 3'-
connected ribozyme (B). A single point mutation (G5 to A5 or A14 to G14; 
circled) eliminates the ribozyme activity. 
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Figure 2. Construction of the 3'-connected ribozyme expression vector， p孔但-

3'-RIB. The ribozyme region and the "all stop codon" between the promoter and 
SD sequences in the 5'-connectedribozyme expression vector (top) were cut out 
and then inserted between the gene for D HFR and the terminator sequence 
(bottom). In order to maintain the same distance between the promoter and出e
S仕ongSD sequence in the two kinds of construct (5' -connected叩 d3' -connected 
riboz戸nevectors)， we replaced the HindIII-AccIlI region by a linker with the 
same length in nucleotides as the corresponding region containing the ribozyme 
and出e"all stop codon". The inactive ribozyme sequence differed from the 
active sequence by a single G5 to A5 mutation w:ithin the cata1ytic core of the 
ribozyme， as in the 5'引 deribozyme construct (Fi伊 re1). The t紅 getsite of白e
3'-connected ribozyme was the same as that of the 5'-connected ribozyme (see 
Figure 3). 



supplemented with紅nplc出in(100μglml) andJor T乱1p(130-140μg/ml). 

Northern Blotting Analysis 

Plasmid vector p1征1-3'-RIB (refer to Figure 2)， harboring bo出 a3' ribozyme and a gene for 

DHFR， was used to仕組sformE. coli HB 101. After overτught incubation at 37 CC， to凶lRNA

was isolated with ISOOENTM (Nippon gene Co.， Toyama) from 2 ml of a culture of cells in 2x 

YT medium. Ten micrograms of total RN A per srunple were denatured in glyoxal釦 d

dirr混血ylsulfoxide， subjected to electrophoresis in 2.5910 NuSieve (3: l)TM agarose gel (FMC 

Inc.， Rockland)， and 仕組sferredto a Hybond-NTM nylon membrane (Amersham Co.， 

Buckinghamshire). 百lemembrane was probed with a synthetic oligonucleotide (5' -ATT 

CGC TGA ATA CCG ATT CCC AGT CAT CCG GCT CGT AAT C -3'; complementary to 

DHFR mRNA)出athad been labeled with 32p by use of T4 polynucleotide kinase (Takara 

Shuzo Co.， Kyoto). Prehybridization and hybridization were performed in the same solution 

(5x SSPE， 500/0 formamide， 5x Denhardt's solution， 0.50/0 SDS， 150 mg/ml calf thymus DNA). 

Final washing was perfoロnedin O.lx SSPE， 0.1 % SDS at 70 CC for 30 min. 

3.4. Results and Discussion 

Design and Construction of the Screening VectoJr with a 3'-Connected Ribozyme 

In our original construct， as mentioned above， the ribozyme sequences were inserted on the 5' 

side of the gene for DHFR so出at出eribozyme w ould be仕組scribedups仕eaInof the target site 

of出eribozyme. In this screening system in E. coti， 1 attempted to distinguish between two 

vectors， one containing an active ribozyme and one conteuning an inactive ribozyme as a result 

of a single base substitution (Figure 1A). The active ribozyme sequence was the same as出at

of出ew辻d-type hammerhead ribozyme， and the inactive ribozyme sequence differed企om出e

active ribozyme by a single G5 to A5 mutation within the catalytic core of the ribozyme (Figure 

1A). 百lesemutations completely abolish the activity of白eribozyme (Ruffner et al. 1990; 

lnokuchi et al. 1994). During actual screening for active ribozymes on the 5' side from a pool 

of random sequences， however， there is the danger of selecting sequences出atare not related to 

the activity of ribozymes. Such sequences might include sequences出atregulate仕組scription，

for eXaInple， promoter sequences and anti-terminators， or sequences出atyield tertiary structures 

出atpromote re-initiation among others. If such sequences were selected from the random 

pool，出eymight affect the level of expression of the DHFR protein組 d，ぉ ares ult， the 

resistance of E. coli to 1乱1P. To avoid these possibilities， 1 must place the ribozyme 

downs仕eamof the DHFR gene. If the activity of the 3' -.side ribozyme were as high as出atof 
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出e5' -side ribozyme， there would clearly be an advantage to using the 3' -side ribozyme because 

accidental selection of the above-mentioned regulatory sequences would be avoided. Our 

preliminary data indicate that some 3' ribozymes are more effective出組 theco口esponding5' 

ribozymes in some eukaryotic cells (Hamada et al.， 1999; Ohkawa and Tむra，unpublished 

results). In eukaryotic cells， after mRNA has been transcribed in the nucleoplasm， the mRNA 

moves to cytoplasm and is仕組slatedinto protein there. Thus， in eukaryotic cells， unlike in 

prokaryotic cells， ribozymes might have a beほrchance of encountering their target site since 

transcription and translation are not coupled. At any rate， 1 felt出atit was worth examining 3'-

side ribozymes in prokaryotic cells also to determine w hether 1 could achieve the same or greater 

selective power出anthat obtained with 5¥side ribozymes. 

1 cons仕ucted3' -connected ribozyme expression vectors containing either an active 

ribozyme or an inactive ribozyme sequence (Figure lB). These vectors were based on the 5'-

connected ribozyme expression vectors (Figure 2). 111e ribozyme region and the "all stop 

codon" between the promoter and the SD sequences of "the 5' -connected ribozyme expression 

vector were cut out and then inserted between the DHFR gene and the terminator sequence. 

The "all stop codon" was仕組sferredwith the ribozyme region only because of the convenience 

of manipulation. In order to maintain the same distance between the promoter and出estrong 

SD sequence in the two kinds of construct (5' -connected and 3' -connected ribozyme vectors)， 1 

replaced the HindllI-AccIII region by a linker with the same length in nucleotides as出e

corresponding region containing the ribozyme and出e"丘Ustop codon". As a result， the final 

3'-connected ribozyme expression vector pMH-3'-R.IB (bottom construct in Figure 2) contained， 

from the ups仕e紅nto出edowns仕eamregion， the promoter， the linker，出es仕ongSD sequence， 

the pseudo-initiation codon， the ribozyme target site，出eoriginal initiation codon for the DHFR 

gene， the DHFR gene，出eribozyme-coding region組 dthe terminator. The inactive ribozyme 

sequence differed from the active one by a single G5 to A5 mutation within the catalytic core of 

出eribozyme， as in the 5' -side ribozyme construct (Figure lB). The target site of the 3'-

connected ribozyme was exactly the same as出atof the 5'-connected ribozyme (Figure 3). 

If出eribozyme were ta 



Plasmid vector 

DHFR gene 

Transcription 

Cleavaae site ~ 
mRNA OJ - -..i ， 

吋UnkEr陪到亘亙H吋AUGI DHFR 9ene 

11 ribozyme is active 

DHFR is translated DHFR is not translated 

DHFR gene DHFR gene 

Cell回 nsurvive in a high conc. 01 TMP Cell関 nnot survive in a high conc. 01 TMP 

Fi伊lre3. The 3'-connected ribozyme expression vector. The plasmid vector 
has two ATG COdOllS， one of which is a pseudo-initiation codon; located 
upstream of the authentic ATG COdOll， which is the initiation codon for the 
DHFR gene. If， upon transcription， the primary transcript is cleaved by the cis-
acting ribozyme at the predetennined site between the two AUG codons，出e
excised mRNA can produce DHFR. Otherwise， the translation of the primary 
transcript starts at the pseudo-initiation COdOll， which is ass∞iated with a s住ong
Shine-Dargano sequence and is out of frame with respect to出eDHFR gene. 
The distance between the ribozyme and the cleavage site is 47 nucleotides (nt) 
for the 5' ribozyme (refer to Chaper 2) and 531 nt for the 3' ribozyme. 
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ribozyme and the correct initiation codon for the gene for DHFR. In our vectors，出eribozyme 

was not targeted to the gene for DHFR itself but to the region between the two AUG codons 

(Figure 1)， one of which was the original initiation codon of the DHFR gene itself and the 

second of which (the pseudo-initiation codon) was located ups仕e釘nof the original initiation 

codon to in位oducea frame shift (Figure 3). The second frame-shifted AUG 町ipletwas 

associated with a s仕ongSD sequence. 1f出eribozyme failed to cleave the target site， a 

ribosome would be expected to associate with the s仕ongSD sequence for the frame-shifted 

AUG and the subsequent translation would not produce DHFR. However， when the 

ribozyme cleaves the target site，出es仕ongS D sequence and frame-shifted initiation codon are 

disconnected and a weak SD sequenceぉsociatedwith the correct initiation codon for DHFR 

within the DHFR mRNA becomes operationa1， with resultant production of DHFR (Figure 3). 

Fur出e口nore，1 in位oduceda terminator sequence (Yanofsky， 1981; 1wakura and 

Tanaka， 1992) downs仕eamof出eDHFR gene to facilitate the analysis of仕組scripts. If出e

active ribozyme were to attack the target site and cleave the primary transcript， 1 should be able 

to detect cleaved transcripts by N orthem blotting analysis. In the case of the 5' -connected 

ribozymes， it was necessary to avoid any readthrough from ups仕eamregions and， therefore， the 

“all s top codon" sequence (T AA CT A ACT AA) had been in仕oducedbetween the ribozyme and 

the strong SD sequence. 1n this region， three stop codons should terminate仕組slationin all 

possible frames (Fujita et a1.， 1997). 

Discrimination of Active Ribozymes from Inactiye Ribozymes， Connected on the 
3' Side of the DHFR Gene， in the Presence of T乱1:P

The new ly consむucted3' -connected ribozyme was then examined by optimizing the level of 

discrimination between active and inactive cons仕uctsas a function of the concentration of T孔1P，

taking advantage of the direct relationship between出elevel of expression of DHFR and出e

S仕engthof resistance to 1乱1p(Iwakura et al.， 1983). Figure 4 shows the difference in growth 

rates between active and inactive ribozyme-expressing colonies at 27 oC at 130μg of TMP per 

rnl of culture medium. E. coli cells白athad been仕組sformedwith the active ribozyme-

expressing vector grew more rapidly and made larger colonies出釦 thecells that had been 

仕 組sformedwith the inactive ribozyme-expressing vector， as 1 had observed previously with 

出e5' -connected ribozyme construct (Fujita et al.， 1997). For some unknown reason， cells 

harboring出eC5 -inactive ribozyme vector grew more rapidly than cells with the other inactive 

ribozyme vector. Of the concen町ationsof 1乱1ptested， 1 found出atthe difference in colony 

size between active ribozyme-and inactive ribozyme-expressing clones was greatest in the range 

of 125-140μg per rnl of c~lωre medium. This range is higher出組出e70μg of TMP per 凶

of culture medium used in the assay with the 5' construct (Fujita et al.， 1997). The increぉed
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5 (Active ribozyme) ぽ(Inactiveribozyme) 

C5(lnactive ribozyme) T5(llnactive ribozyme) 

Figure 4. Colooies of E. coli HB 101 cells that had been transformed with the 
3'-connected ribozyme expression plasmid. G5 (Active ribozyme): Active 
ribozyme. A5 (lnactive ribozyme): Inactive ribozyme with G5 replaced by A. 
C5 (lnactive ribozyme): lnactive ribozyme with Ci5 replaced by C. T5 (lnactive 
ribozyme): lnactive ribozyme with G5 replaced by U. Competent cel1s (100 μ1) 
were transformed with 50 ng of plasmids that eocoded either an acti ve or an 
inactive ribozyme， then plated on a plate containing ei出erAmp (100μg/ml) 
alooe or both Amp (100μg/ml) aod TMP (130μg/ml). The same numbers and 
sizes of colonies were detected 00 2 plates conta:ining Amp (100μg/ml) alone， 
for both an active and inactive ribozyme-coding plasrnids (data not shown). By 
contrast， as shown in this figure， in the presence of 130μg/ml T孔1P，colooies 
expressing the active ribozyme grew more rapidly than colonies that expressed 
inactive ribozymes. 



resistance to TMP rnight have originated from an increased level of the仕組script(see the next 

section) and a higher rate of production of DHFR. 百llelevel of mRN A rnight have changed 

since the sequence of the Hind IIIIAcc III region s廿onglyinfluenced the rate of仕組scription，as 

confirmed in experinlents with different kinds of linker (data not shown). 1 found出atthe 

shorter was the linker， the higher was the level of the transcription. This c1early demonsむates

the defect associated with introduction of random sequences ups仕e紅 nof the DHFR gene. 

1 then carried out a random screening assay for the 3' ribozyme construct， following the 

procedure used for the 5' ribozyme construct (see Figure 4) (Fujita et a1.， 1997). E. coli cells 

仕組sformedwith a mixture of active and inactive ribozYlme-coding plasmids in a molar ratio of 

1: 1 were plated on a plate containing both ampicillin (100μg/ml) and Ti¥在P(125-140μg/ml). 

Faster growing colonies were picked up at random from the plate and ribozyme sequences were 

confrrmed. The results are shown in Table 1， together with the previously obtained results 

with the 5' ribozyme construct (Fujita et a1.， 1997). For some unknown reason， the level of 

background colonies wぉ verysensitive to the concen仕組onof TMP， and the reproducib出ty

was lower with the 3' ribozyme construct出anwith the 5' ribozyme cons仕uct. 1n genera1， 

selection was better when fおshlyprep訂 edTMP was used. Nevertheless， 1 did achieve lirnited 

success even though 1 could not eliminate the background colonies (Table 1). 

Detection by N orthern Blotting Analysis of 3l Fragment Cleaved by the 3'-

Connected Ribozyme 

To confirm出atthe above-described phenotypic differences were associated with the c1eavage 

activity of出eribozyme， 1 performed Northem blotting ana1ysis with to凶 RNA from E. coli 

HB 101 cells出athad been transfected with the ribozyme expression vectors. N orthern 

blotting ana1ysis is the most direct method for identification of cleavage activities of ribozymes 

znνnノo. However， since c1eaved fragments tend to undergo rapid degradation in νiν0， 

Northern blotting ana1ysis has failed in the past to detect some cleaved fragments (Sioud and 

Drlica， 1991; Ferbeyre et a1.， 1995). To confirm出at仕le3' -side active ribozyme c1eaved the 

target site inνiνo and出atthe phenotype reflected the ribozyme' s cleavage activity， as well as to 

comp紅 ethe efficiency of c1eavage between the 5' -side and 3' -side ribozymes， 1 performed 

N orthem blotting ana1ysis for both types of construct under identica1 conditions (Figure 5). 

As mentioned above， the level of出e仕組scriptwぉ higherwhen the 3' -side ribozyme was used 

出anwith the 5' -side ribozyme (lanes 3 and 4). The 3' transcripts (lanes 3 and 4) are larger 

由加 the5' transcripts (lanes 1 and 2) because出eycontain the 3' -ribozyme po凶onin addition 

to the gene for DHFR (Figure 3) As indicated in lanes 2 and 4， both 5' -and 3' -connected 

ribozymes recognized and cleaved specifically the target site. Most importantly， the cleavage 

e丘iciencieswere nearly identica1 for the two types of ribozyme， 24 % for the 5'-side ribozyme 



Table 1. Numbers of selected colonies with 5' -connected and 3' -connected 
active and inactive ribozymes on trimethoprim (TMP) -containing and/or 
ampicillin (Amp) -containing. 
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- Connected 31

- Connected 
G5 and A5 Ribozyme Ribozyme 
Mixture 

Amp TMP Amp TMP 
Plate Plate Plate Plate 

(μg/ml) 70 130 133 140 

Active Rlbozyme 29 75 8 9 7 27 

Inactive Rlbozyme 28 11 o 2 3 

Plates were incubated at 270C for 2 to 3 days， and then larger colonies were 
picked up at random. Trimethoprim plates c∞tained 70μg ofTMP and 100μg 
of Amp per ml for 5' -connectedribozyme screeni.ng， and 130μg， 133μg or 140 
μg of TMP and 100μg of Amp per ml for 3' -connected ribozyme screening. 
Ampicillin plates contained 100μg Amp per ml without TMP. The results for 
the デーconnectedribozyme are cited from Chapter 2 for the pぽ poseof 
companson. 
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Figure 5. Northern blotting analysis (Pictrographic printout) for comparison 
of the cleavage efficiencies of the 5にconnectedand 3' -connected ribozymes. 
Ten micrograms of total RNA from E. co/i cells transformed with the 5'-
connected or 3'-connected ribozyme expression vector were subjected to 
electrophoresis in a 2.50/0 NuSieve (3: l)TM agarose gel. After transfer to a 
membrane filter， the RNA was allowed to hybridize with a synthetic 
oligonucleotide probe (40-mer) that was complelnentary to pa口 ofthe gene for 
DHFR. Lane 1:デ-connectedinactive ribozymeヲ withA5 at the catalytic core. 
Lane 2: 5¥connected active ribozyme with G5 at the catalytic core. Lane 3: 3'-
connected inactive ribozyme， with A5 at the catalytic core. Lane 4: 3¥connected 
active ribozyme with G5 at the catalytic core. Both active ribozyme expression 
vectors produced the excised short fragment (lanes 2 and 4)， but no such 
fragment was produced by inactive ribozymes (1anes 1 and 3). The extent of 
cleavage vvas deterruined by quantitation of radioactivity in bands of the initial 
transcript and the cleaved fragment w，ith a Bio-Imlage Analyzer (BAS 2000， Fuji 
Film). The RNA marker used was 0.16-1.77 kb RNA ladder (GIBCO BRL). 
Cleavage efficiencies were the same in lanes 2 and 4. 
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and 23% for the 3' -side ribozyme. (The extent of cleavage was deterrnined by quantity of 

radioactivity in bands of the initial仕組scriptand the cleaved fragment with a Bio-Image 

Analyzer.) It is noteworthy that polysomes did not seem to inhibit the action of the 3'-

connected ribozyme in our specific construct. 

That I able to detect the cleaved fragments， while others have failed， is probably 

because， in our case， the target site of the ribozyme was located upsむe但nof the DHFR gene 

(Figure 3)， and出eDHFR rnRNA itself remained intact before and after the ribozyme-mediated 

c1eavage. Protection (by the binding of ribosomes， et:c.) from digestion by RNases， which 

mus t be an intrinsic prope口yof the sequence of DHFR rnRN A， a1lowed the rnRN A to remain 

unchanged after the ribozyme-catalyzed c1eavage. 

3.5. Conclusion 

Successful selection in νitro of tailored RNA hぉ beenreported by others and is of 

considerable current interest (Beaudry and Joyce， 1992; Pan and Uhlenbeck， 1992; Bratty et al.， 

1993; Lehman and J oyce， 1993; N akamaye and Eckstein， 1994; Cuenoud釦 dSzostak， 1995; 

Ishizaka et al.， 1995). However， efforts to construct selection systems inνiνo have met with 

only limited success (Ferbeyre et al.， 1996). For use of ribozymes in νivo， 1 needs RNAs出at

function optima1ly in the intracellular environment. To出isend， 1 attempted to cons仕ucta 

positive selection system in vivo bぉedon acon仕ollablegene as a selective marker， namely， the 

gene for DHFR. our previous釦 alysisof the 5' -side ribozyme confirrned the possibility of 

selecting active ribozymes in 1ノiνowith DHFR as a selective marker. However， 1 later found 

出atdifferent linker sequences influenced differently the levels of transcription and仕組slation

when the 5' ribozyme cons仕uctwas used. In order to avoid problems associated with changes 

in levels of仕組slation出atare not related to出efunction of the ribozyme， 1 cons tructed the 3' -

connected ribozyme vectors， in出isreport， and comp但'edthe trimming activities of出etwo 

types of ribozyme. Compared with the 5' construct， the background noise in the case of出e

3' -connected ribozyme could not be reduced (in fact， the noise appe訂 sto be higher with the 3' 

construct)， even though， for the most p訂t，active ribozymes could also be selected in the 

presence of T11P (Table 1). In its present form， the method for selection of an active mutant 

ribozyme by the 3' construct from a completely randomized large pool is inadequate since the 

significant background noise would eぉilyobscure identification of an active mutant from a 

large pool of inactive molecules. Nevertheless， 1 gむneduseful information from出isstudy 

regarding the efficiency of cleavage in νivo by the 3' ribozyme under the conditions of potential 

inhibition by polysomes (Zhang et al.， 1997). 
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N orthern blotting analysis revealed出atthe efficiencies of ribozyme-mediated cleavage 

zn Vlνo were identical for 5' -and 3' -connected ribozymes (Figure 5)， despite出efact出at，in the 

case of the 3' construct， the target site had been transcribed prior to the ribozyme and出e

possibility existed of polysome-mediated protection against ribozymes. 1 should also 

emphas包e出at出edistance between the ribozyme and the cleavage site is 47 nucleotides (nt) for 

出e5' ribozyme組 d531 nt for the 3' ribozyme (Figure 3) and， therefore， the cis-acting 

ribozyme activity for the 3' ribozyme appe紅 ed1ess favorable than for the 5' ribozyme. 

Although the background noise could not be reduced by placing the ribozyme on the 3' side， it 

might be advantageous to improve the 3' ribozyme construct rather白血血e5' cons仕uctif 

selections are to be made with a large pool of completely randomized RN A. In the case of the 

3' -connected ribozymes， 1 can at least minirnize effects on levels of transcription and仕 組slation.

Efforts are underway in our laboratory to reduce the background noise by examining genes other 

than出atfor DHFR by the use of 3'-connected ribozymes. 



Chapter 4 

Extremely High Affinity between Tandemly Connected， 
Tat圃 DerivedPeptides an(l Tat Aptamers 



4.1. Summary 

The strong binding mediators were constructed to develop the technique for 

linking between functional RN A and protein. By combining function of RN A 

and protein， it is expected that functional protein or RN A is trans ported to the 

suitable part of cell. Furthermore， it might b.~ possible to construct the novel 

protein selection system in vitro. 1 suggested that tandem linking of multiple 

Tat-aptamers (Apt)n and multiple Tat-derived pleptide (RE peptide) are useful as 

the mediator for linking between RNA and prot，ein. At first， 1 investigated that 

the dissociation constant between Tat aptamer and RE peptide. Tat aptamer 

derived by in v itro selection bound to RE peptide with high affinity and 

specificity. 島10reover，1 succeeded to enhance the binding affinity between 

protein and RN A by using tandem repeated aptamers and tandem repeated RE 

peptide as mediator. As the model， dissociation constant between dihydrofolate 
reductase-RE-peptides-fusion-protein; DHFR-(RE)3' having 3 tandem repeated 

RE peptides， and (Apt)3' having 3 tandem repeated aptamers， was less than 16 pM， 
and was over 50 fold lower than the dissociation constant between RE peptide and 

aptamer. 1 confirmed that the strongest interaction between tandem aptamer and 

tandem RE peptide is useful as mediator to Iinking functional protein and RN A. 



4.2. Introduction 

The deve10pment of the technique for linking between functional RN A and functional protein is 

important for a仕組spo口anda recruitment of RNA or protein at the target site. By combining 

ribozyme w ith RN A helicぉewhich slides RNA strand and unwinds the second structure of 

RNA， ribozyme might be recruited to the target site efficiently (Warashina et al.， in preparation). 

Ribonuclease H (RNase H) which is linked to antisense RNA by a mediator is carried to the 

specific site of RNA of an abnorrnal gene， such as oncogene or human immunodeficiency virus 

(HI¥つ genome(Mai仕aet al.， 1995; Cirino et al.， 1997; P1ayer et al.， 1998). Binding of a 

functional RN A to仕組sportprotein including importin and exportin is advantage for仕組spo口

of functional RN A. Furthermore， it might be possib1e to construct the nove1 protein se1ection 

system inνitro by ex住eme1ystrong interaction between protein and temp1ate mRNA coding the 

proteins (Mattheakis et al.， 1994; Hanes et al.， 1997; I-Ie組 dTaussig， 1997; N emoto et al.， 

1997; Roberts and Szostak， 1997; Hanes et al.， 1998; H，mes et al.， 1999; Makeyev et al.， 1999; 

Roberts， 1999). For these purpose， it is important to cons仕uct出es仕ongbinding mediator for 

linking RN A and protein (Figure 1). 

To construct a strong binding mediator， it is e:ffective to link mu1tip1e protein motifs 

and mu1tip1e RNA motifs respective1y. 1n princip1e， The Gibbs free energy change for binding 

of protein having two binding b10cks (A-B) is the sum of in甘insicGibbs free energy changes 

for binding of its component b10cks (A and B) and the 10ss of intemal en仕opyof A-B by 

approaches for binding (dGOAB=dGiA+dGiB+dGs) (Jencks， 1981). 1t is expected to 

exponential decrease of the equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) of A-B in comp紅 ewith出at

of each b10ck (A and B). 1n recent study， it was reported出atthe equilibrium dissociation 

constant (Kd) of artificialligand consisting of two blocks出athave been optimized for binding to 

different subsites of the protein become 10w drastically (Shuker et al.， 1996; H司jduket al.， 

1997). In nature， various zinc finger proteins，出atperform diverse bio1ogical functions in 

regulation of cell growth and differentiation through DNA-， RNA-， and protein-protein 

interactions， have tandem zinc fmger motifs ωincrease binding affinity (Miller et al.， 1985; 

Joho et al.， 1990; Pavletich and Pabo， 1991; Pav1etich and Pabo， 1993; Klug and Rhodes， 

1987). 

In previous study， 1 found a nove1 artificial RN)¥. motif， namely Tat-aptamer出atbinds 

specifically to trans-activator protein (Tat) ofHIV-1 with high affinity (Yamamoto et al.， 1998; 

Yamamoto et al.， in preparation). The expression of genes encoded by HI¥人1is regulated by 

Tat protein with several regu1atory factors in the long temunal repeat ofHIV-1 (Gaynor， 1992). 

Tat binds to one of the regulatory region in the long tenninal repeat (LTR) of mRNA， namely 

trans-activating region (TAR) (Rosen et al.， 1985). Tat protein which binds to TAR region of 
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Functional RNA is tralnsported 
by transport-pro1tein 

Peptide 
mediator 

RNA 
mediator 

Figure 1. The concept of the strong binding mediator between RNA and 
protein Functional protein or RN A is conbined to RN A or protein correlated to 
transport or recruitment by mediator. Functiona1 protein or RNA is carried and 
concentrated to白ep紅 tof cell by transporter. In our case， Tat apt釘nerand Tat 
derived peptide (RE peptide) were used as mediator. Tat aptamer binds to RE 
peptide with high affinity. As a result， protein vvith RE peptide bind to RNA 
with Tat aptamer. 
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rnRNA of H1V-1 stimulates the elongation properties of RNA polymerぉeII (Cullen， 1986; 

Peterline et al.， 1986~ Rice and Ma出ews，1988). Tat is sma1l cysteine-rich nuclear protein 

consisting of 86 amino acids. 1t has two m句ordomain， a cysteine-rich region and arginine-

rich basic region (Arya et al" 1985~ Sodroski et al." 1985). The cysteine-rich region is 

essential for the function of this protein (Garcia et al.， 1988; Kubota et al.， 1988). The basic 

region is responsible for the specific binding to TAR Rl¥TA (Weeks et al.， 1990). Moreover， 1 

confrrmed出atTat derived peptide containing Tat basic domain binds to our Tat apt紅nerwith 

higher affinity and specificity in comp紅 ewith TAR (Yanlamoto et al.， 1998). 

The second s仕uctureof Tat apt紅nerwhich is discovered by in νitro genetic selection is 

resemble to that of T AR. 1 confrrmed that the second s仕uctureof Tat-aptamer contains two 

T AR core motifs and the affinity of Tat-aptamer to Tat protein is higher出an出atof T AR. And 

the interaction between Tat-aptamer and Tat-derived peptide was s仕ong紅 白an almost 

interactions between RNA motifs and protein (peptide) -motifs， such as the interaction between 

transcription factor IIIA (TFIIIA) having nine tandemly repeated zinc fingers and 5S RN A 

(Ryan et al.， 1998; Yamamoto et al" in prep紅 ation). Because interaction between Tat-aptamer 

and Tat is very s仕ong，this interaction might be useful for linking s仕onglybetween protein and 

RNA Moreover， 1 think it is irnportant to improve仕leinteraction to keep more stable and 

S仕ongercomplex of protein and RN A. 

As one of the approaches to solve出isproblem， in出isstudy， 1 exan1Ined tandem 

linking of plural Tat-aptamers， (Apt)n' and plural Tat-derived peptides (RE peptides) containing 

arginine-rich basic region. As the model of出efunctional protein linked the functional RN A， 1 

chose dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR)， and therefore DHFR is fused to出eN-terminal of RE 

peptides， that is DHFR-(RE)n proteins. 1 confirmed binding affinity between these tandem 

motifs in order to develop strong mediators. 

4.3. Materials and Methods 

Construction and Preparation of the Labeled Tandem Tat-Aptamers， (Apt)n' and 

TAR RNA for Gel MobiIity Shift Assay 

For preparation of tandem Tat-aptamers， (Apt)n'出esequence of Tat aptamer Was isolated by in 

vitro genetic selection in previous study (Yamamoto et al.， 1998). Sense and anti-sense template 

oligonucleotides，デー AAAAAACGAAGC TTG ATC CCG TIT GCC GGT CGATCG CTT 

CG -3';デー TTTTIT CGA AGC GAT CGA CCG GCA AAC GGG ATC AAG CTT C ーデ;

corresponded to Tat-aptamer with the 6 oligonucleotides of adenosine linker， that need to 

cons仕ucttandem Tat-apt氾ners，were synthesized by DJ¥f A synthesizer (model 392A~ Applied 



Biosystems). To cons仕uctseveral tandem Tat apt訂nermotifs (Apt)n' 100 pmol of annealed 

double s仕andTat apt紅nerwith linker was ligated by DN A Ligation Kit ver. 2 (Takara). The 

reaction was carried out in a 20μ1 mixture出atcontaining 5μ1 of solution 1 and 10μ1 of 

solution ll. To obtain various tandem number of叩t出現rsand promote trans-reaction， 1 

performed reaction at 26 oC for 10 rnin. After ligation， allligated sample except en勾rmeby 

phenol/chloroform and ethanol precipitation was polymerized by rTaq polymerase (Tak紅 a)to 

elongate and add projecting adenosine at 3' end at 68 oC for 10 min. All PCR釦 d

polymerizations were performed in 100μ1 scale containing 2.5 U of rTaq or ExTaq polymerase， 

10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3)， 50 mM KCl， 1.5 mM MgC12 and each 200μM dNTP mixture. 

S ample containing various tandem aptamers with projecting adenosine at each 3' end inserted to 

pCR vector (Invitrogen) by ligation-protocol of T A Cloning Kit (Invitrogen). 10μ1 of pCR 

vector was transfected to Esterichia coli (E. coli) (One Shot cells， Invitrogen) for separating 

genotype， and pCR vectors containing various number of tandem aptamers訂 epurified by 

minipreparation and checked sequences using DN A sequencer. 1 obtained 3 kinds of pCR 

vectors including 1 aptむner(Apt) l' 2 tandem aptamer (Apt)2 and 3 tandem aptamer (Apt)3・

Each pCR vectors were amplified by upper and lower PCR primers 5' -AGT AAT ACG ACT 

CAC TAT AGG GCG AAG CTIGAT CCC GTIT -3'::デーCGAAGCGATCGACCGGCA 

-3'; to add T7 promoter for transcription. Purified each template double s仕組dDNAs for 

aptamers by gel elec仕ophoresisusing 1 % S ea Kem ag訂 ose(FMC) were仕anscribedby T7 

RN A polymerase inνitro at 37 oC for 2 hours using a T7 Ampliscribe kit (Epicen仕e

Technologies). Transcribed each aptamers were isolated using 15 % denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) and dephosphorylated atデ-endusing alkaline phosphatase (E. coli 

A19) (Takara) at 37 oC for 1 hour. After出at，aptamers were labeled by y'2p-ATP using T4 

polynucleotide kinase at 37 oC for 1 hour and were purified by 15 % P AGE. 

For template of tandem TAR RNA， sense strand DNA containing the sequences of T7 

promoter釦 dantisense s位andDN A were synsesized by DN A synthesizer. 100 pmol of 

annealed double s仕組d DNA was polymerized by Taq polymerase and purified by 

phenol/chloroform and ethanol precipitation. After出at，1 prepared labeled T AR RN A s ame as 

preparation of Tat apt紅ners.

Construction and Preparation of Dihydrofolate Reductase-RE Peptide-Fusion-

Proteins; D HFR -(RE)n 

For preparation of DHFR-(RE)n fusion proteins， at first， 90 oligonucleotide of Template sense 

oligonucleotide，デー ATGCAT ATG GTC GTA AAAAAC GTC GTC AAC GTC GTC GTC 

CTC CTC AAG GTTCTC AAACTC ATC AAG TTT CTTTATCTA AAC AAC CTACTT-

3'; containing ups仕eamsequences of RE peptide of HIV-l， 40 oligonucleotide of annealing 
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region against antisense oligonucleotide and antisense oligonucleotide，デー CTGCAG CGC 

CAC CGC CGC CTI CTI TAG GAC CAG TAG GAT CAC CAC GAG ATI GAG AAG 

TAG GTT Gτ寸 TAGATA AAG AAA C1寸 GATGAG T1T -3'; containing down stream 

sequences of RE peptide of HI¥人1，40 oligonucleotide of annealing region agむnstsense 

oligonucleotide， sequences for linker and EcoT221 site ;五 5'end and P st1 site at 5' end were 

synthesized by DNA synthesizer (model 392; Applied Biosystems， Foster City， CA). 2 kinds 

of oligonucleotides were annealed， polymerized釦 dinserted to pCR vector according to出e

protocols described upper section (1 named RE peptide inserted plasrnid pCR-RE). 

The gene for DHFR with P stI site at 3' end that derived from plasmid pTZDHFR20 

(Iwakura et al.， 1995; Fujita et al.， 1997; Fujita et al.， 1998) was inserted to plasmid pET30a 

(Novagen)出atwas optimized for protein expression and purification (1 named DHFR inserted 

pET30a plasmid pETDHFR). RE peptide with linker cut from pCR-RE plasmid by PstI and 

EcoT221 was inserted to 3' side of DHFR gene at pETDHFR plasmid. Because Pst1 and 

EcoT221 restriction sites can be connected and res仕ictionsite is deleted， 1 can connect RE 

peptide to 3' side of DHFR gene at pETDHFR continuously. 1 cons仕ucted3 kinds of DHFR-

RE fusion expression plasmids， namely pETDHFR-(RE)1 ' pETDHFR・-(RE)2and pETDHFR-

(RE)3 (Refer to Figure 5 about the structure of 3 kinds of fusion proteins). 

Purification of each DHFR・REPeptide Fusion P'roteins 

Each DHFR-RE peptide fusion protein expression plasmids pETDHFR-(RE)n were仕組sfected

to E.coli. s仕ainNovaBlue (DE3)， which harbors an isopropyl-1-thio-s-D-galactoside (IPTG) -

inducible T7 RNA polymerase gene (Novagen) and E. coli containing pETDHFRー(RE)nwas 

pre-incubated in 5 ml of Luria-Bertani's medium (LB) at 37 oC for 1 day and incubated in 500 

ml of LB media at 30 oC. 1 mM of is added to rnedium at the period of logarithmic 

multiplication of E.coli and media. were incubated at 30 "C for 4 hours. These proteins were 

expressed from pET plasmids as polyhistidine tagged molecules. 

Cel1s were harvested in 25 ml of the buffer containing 20 mM N a phosphate buffer 

(pH 7.4)， 10 mM imid辺 ole，0.5 M N aCl and disruptecl by French press. 百leex仕actwas 

clarified by cen仕ifugationand 0.22μm futer (Millipore)釦 dpassed over 1 ml of Hi Trap 

chrating colurnn (nickel agarose column) (Pharrnacia). 1ne column was washed with 20 ml of 

wash buffer (20 mM Na phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)， 60 mM imidazole， 0.5 M NaCl) and 

proteins eluted by the elution buffer (20 mM N a phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)， 0.5 M imidazole， 

0.5 M N aCl). To remove RE peptide fraction of degraded proteins mainly cut at site of linker 

and except imid泣 ole，proteins passed over gel fil仕組oncolumn (HiTrap Desalting; Pharmacia). 

Furthermore， to remove DHFR fraction of degraded proteins， cation exchange chromatography 



using Hi Trap SP (Pharmacia) was performed using high performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC). Purity of protein were checked by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Concen町ationof purified proteins were measured by BCA 

assay kit (Pierce). 

Measurement of Dissociation Constant by Gel Mobility Shift Assay 

1n gel mobility shift assay for measurement of dissociation constant between RN A; (Apt) 1 or 

(Apt)2 or T AR， and peptide; RE peptide， or protein， DHFR-(RE)n' a fixed concen仕組on(30 pM 

or 1 n1めof5' -end labeled apt紅nersor T AR w ith tR1、JA were denatured in Tat binding buffer; 

10 mM Tris HCl (pH 8.0)， 70 mM N aCl， 2 mM EDTA and O. 1 % N onidet P-40， at 95 oC for 3 

min for restructure and then the mixtures were incubated with a range of excess concen仕組onof 

Tat derived peptide (RE peptide) or DHFR-(RE)n protein (30 pM-64 nM) in Tat binding buffer 

in a total volume of 10μ1 at 30 oC for over 1 hours. Free and protein or peptide bound RNA 

were separated by non-denaturing gel electrophoreses t:hrough 5-15 % polyacrylamide， 0.5x 

TBE buffer and were anal yzed. 

In competitive binding assay， labeled 4 nM aptamer (Apt)l and 4 nM RE peptide were 

pre-mixed with tRNA in Tat binding buffer after denature and restructure same as normal 

binding assay. After incubation for binding， 0.5 nM-8 nM of tandem aptamer as a competitor; 

(Apt)2 or (Apt)3ヲ wereadded to pre-mixture釦 dthese lnixture were incubated in Tat binding 

buffer in a total volume of 10μ1 at 30 oC for over 1 hours. Free and protein or peptide bound 

RNA were separated and were analyzed in same condition to normal binding assay. 

Equilibrium dissociation constants were detβrmined by calculation of theoretical curve 

of free RN A concen仕ationor complex RN A via peptide concen仕ationusing the least-squares 

methods. 

4.4. Resul ts and Discussion 

Comparison of Kd Values of TAR， (Apt)l and (Apt)2 by the Gel Mobility Shift 
Assay 

To form s町onginteraction between mRNA and protein， 1 suggested to use HIV-l Tat (仕組s-

activation protein) aptamer and HIV-1-Tat derived peptide (RE peptide) as mediator (Figure 1). 

1 constructed several plasmids coding RNA motifs based on Tat aptamer (Figure 2). RNA 

motifs connected the sequences coding 1つpromoterat 5" end were inserted to出emulticloning 

sites of pCR plasmids (Invi仕ogen). Linear double strand DNA coding TAR was synthesized 

by DNA synthesizer. 

At first， 1 comp紅 eddissociation constant of Tat aptamer to出atof TAR by gel 
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Fi伊lre2. Schenatic drawing of mediators for linking between functional RNA 
and protein. (A) Schenatic drawing of Tat aptamer， 2 and 3 tandemly repeated 
Tat aptamers and trans-activating region (TAR) RNA. The second structure of 
Tat aptamer which was finded by in vitro genetic selecti∞is resemble to that of 
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(Apt)2 and (Apt)3 were linked by 6 mer poly adenisine nucleotide linkers. (B) 
Schenatic drawing of Tat protein and RE peptide. Tat is small cysteine-rich 
nuclear protein consisting of 86 amino acids. It has two m勾ordomain， a 
cysteine-rich region and arginine-rich basic region. The basic region is 
responsible for the specific binding to TARRNA. RE peptide which is 
surrounded by squ紅 ein figure is the region containing arginine-rich basic 
region， glutamine rich region and exon 2 (49 aa -86 aa). 



mob出tysh江tassay. Tat aptamer and TAR RNA were仕組scribedby 1つpolymeraseand RE 

peptide was synthesized by peptide synthesizer. When The follow equations was defined， 

dissociation constant of Tat apt氾nerand TAR RNA against Tat derived peptide were 1.5 nM 

and 30 nM respectively (Figures 3A， 3B). 

(Apt)l + REご (Apt)]・RE

Kd = [(Apt) 1] . [RE] / [(Apt)1 . RE] 

Yfr巴巴
(0/0)= Kd / (Kd + [RE]) X 100 

Ycomplex(%) = [RE] / (Kd + [RE]) X 100 

1t shows出atTat apt氾nerhave binding to RE peptide 20 fold s仕ongerthan TAR RNA. 

Nevertheless， Interaction between aptamer and peptide is too weak in comp紅 edwith interaction 

between general antibody and antigen to maintain complex for long time (Although Kd value is 

low， kon and koff are each fast. Therefore， protein is easy to release from RNA). 

1n next approach for strong combining between protein and mRNA (DHFR-(RE)n)' 1 

designed tandem apt紅ners，(Apt)n' and tandem Tat peptides. 1n recent study， it was reported 

when 2 kinds of ligands， which were designed individually and can bind to the different site of 

same t紅 getprotein， are linked by covalent bond， binding affinity between linked ligands and 

target was higher drastically than individual binding affinity between each ligand and t紅 get. At 

first， to confirm whether tandem aptamer can bind Tat peptide with high affinity， 1 investigated 

binding affinity between tandem ap凶 ners(Apt)n and RE peptide by gel mobility shift assay. 1 

comp紅 ed2 kinds of tandem aptamers， (Apt)n ，which are formed by tandem 2; (Apt)2 or 3 

aptamers; (Apt)3'ωnormal apt紅ner;(Apt)l. Each tandem aptamers were linked by 6 mer poly 

adenosine nucleotide linkers in order to estimate出atPoly A not very affect the second structure 

of aptamer. 

In gel mobility shiftぉsayfor RE peptide and (Apt)2' 2 mob出tyshift bands were 

detected (Figure 3C). It means出atTat peptide binds to 2 P紅白 of(Apt)2・ 羽弓len1 presumed 

the following equations of the eq山bliumconstant， 1 could explain Figure 3 C. 

(Apt)2 + REご (Apt)2・RE

(Apt)2・RE+REご (Apt)2・RE.RE

Kd 1 = [(Apt)2]・[RE]/ [(Apt)2・RE]
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free TAR (%).口 showsthe relative amount of complex between TAR (%). Kd 

value of T AR is 30 nM. 
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Figure. 3B，C. Tat aptamer (Att) 1 or tandem Tat: aptamer (Apt)2 binding to RE 
peptide. The mixtures of 5' -end labeled RNA and RE peptide were incubated at 
30 oC for over 1 hour in Tat binding buffer. Free and peptide bound RNA were 
separated by non-denatureing gel electrophoreses through 15 % poluacrylamide. 
The scheme and the graph of gel mobility shift assay showing the formation of 
complex between (B) (Apt)b or (C) (Apt)2 Rl~A and RE peptide. Binding 

reactions contained 5¥end labeled (B) (Apt) 1 (30 pMヲ 100cpm) or (C) (Apt)2 

(30 pM， 100 cpm) and various concentration of RE peptides. 0 shows the 
relative amount of free (Apt) 1 (%) or (Apt)2 (% ).，口 showsthe relative amount 

of complex bet¥veen (Apt)l or (Apt)2 and RE peptide (%). In the case of (Apt)2' 
because (Apt)] have two binding site to RE peptide， complex between (Apt)] 

and two RE peptides was formed (complex 2). ~~ shows the relative amount of 
complex 2 between (Apt)2 and two RE peptides (%). 0 shows the sum of 
relative amount of complex (complex 1 (%) + complex 2 (%). Kd value of 
(Apt) 1 are and 1.8 nM. 1n the case of (Apt)2' Kd value on the first binding of RE 
peptide is 1.2 n恥1and Kd value on the next binding of RE peptide to complex is 

3.6 nM. Apperent Kd value on the formation of complex is 0.9 nM. 
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Kd2= [(Apt)2・RE].[RE]/ [(Apt)2・RE.RE]

Yfree(O/O) = Kdl Kd2 / (Kd1 Kd2 + Kd2 [RE] + [REf) x 100 

YcompleXl(o/O) = Kd2 [RE] / (Kd1 Kd2 + Kd2 [RE] + [RE]2) x 100 

YcompleX2(%) = [RE]2 / (Kd 1 Kd2 + Kd2 [RE] + [RE]2) x 100 

Kdl and Kd2紅 e1.2 nM and 3.6 nM respective1y， when 1 calcu1ated Kdl and Kd2 values based 

on these equation. Kd 1 of (Apt)2 to RE peptide is 10wer出anKd of Aptamer to RE peptide. 

App訂 entKd value of (Apt)2 is 2-fo1d lower出an出atof Apt出ner.Kd2 values hard1y changed by 

linking 2 aptamers. Therefore， when Tat peptide is linked tandernly， 1 can expect to drastically 

reduce Kd va1ue of (Apt)2 to tandem RE peptide. 

Comparison of Kd Value of (Apt)3 by Competitive Gel Mobility Shift Assay 

1 can not detect Kd values of (Apt)3 to Tat peptide in order that gel shift bands did not iso1ate 

each other (Data not shown). Therefore， 1 investigated K凶 of(Apt)3 against (Apt) 1 (Kre1 = 

Kd(APt)3/ Kd(APt)l) by competitive gel mobility shift assay. App紅 entKd of (Apt)3 is derived by 

Kre'. As con仕01，1 also measured K凶 of(Apt)2 against (Apt)l. 1 measured the amount of 

(Apt)2 or (Apt)3 in order to dissociate 500/0 of (Apt) 1 froDl RE peptide. In出1Scases， 1 can not 

measure exact Kd values. To measure exact Kd values， each Aptarner must be added in 1arge 

excess in comparison to peptide. However， In these assays， 1 can know whether binding 

af白utyof (Apt)3 to Tat peptide is higher or not in comparison to affinity of (Apt) I or (Apt)2 to 

Tat peptide. In Figure 4， Krel of (Apt)2 is 0.8 and Kre， of (Apt)3 is 0.5 against (Apt) 1. This 

result show app紅 entKd value of (Apt)3 is 2 fo1d lower出an(Apt) 1 at 1east， and is lower出an

(Apt) 2・

Construction and Purification of Dihydrofolate Reductase and RE Peptide Fusion 

Proteins; DHFR-(RE)n 

1 cons仕uctedthe 3 types of p1asmid vectors expressing the 3 kinds of DHFR-RE peptide fusion 

protein丸山atis ， DHFR -(RE) l' DHFR -(RE)2 and DHFR.-(RE)3・ RE peptide，組d2 and 3 RE 

peptides， which were linked tandemly， are connected to C termina1 end of DHFR respectively. 

1 predicted出atbinding activities of tandem Tat peptide domains to tandem RN A aptamer motifs 

increase dramatically. 1 adopted DHFR as the mode1 protein of se1ection (Iwakura et al.， 1995; 

Fujita et al.， 1997; Fujita et al.， 1998). In fuωre， 1 may carry out in νitro selection of DHFR 

containing random sequences using our system. 6 histidine amino residues were in仕oducedto 

N terminal end of each DHFR-RE proteins because of eぉypurification of protein by nickel 

affinity chromatography. Linkers between DHFR and RE peptide， and between Tat peptides 
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RNA and RE peptide. labeled 4 nM aptamer (Apt)l and 4 nM RE peptide were 

pre-mixed with tRNA in Tat binding buffer after denature and restructure. After 
incubation for binding， 0.5 nM -8 nM of tandem aptamer as a competitor 
((Apt)2 or (Apt)3) were added to pre-mixture and these mixture were incubated 
in Tat binding buffer in a total volume of 10 μ1 at 30 oC for over 1 hours. Free 
and protein or peptide bound RNA were separated and were analyzed by 15 % 

non-denatureing gel. 
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were constructed by glycine and alanine， probably because glycine and alanine residues h紅 dly

affect the s仕uctureof DHFR and Tat peptides (Figure 2). 1 introduced the open reading frame 

of these 3 kinds of fusion proteins to pET30 plasrnid vector. E.coli are仕組sformedby pET 

vectors and each DHFR-RE proteins are induced by IPTCr. E. coli wぉ incubatedat 30 oC to 

suppress the formation of inclusion body. After incubation for 4 hours， at frrst， crude proteins 

ex町actedfrom E. coli were purified by nickel affinity chromatography. In next， purified 

protein were more purified by cation exchange chromatography again after buffer exchange， 

because of contamination of degraded protein at the sites of linkers. Figure 5 showed each 

purified DHFR-RE fusion proteins. 1 confirmed each proteins have the activity of DHFR. It 

means that domain of DHFR in DHFR-RE fusion proteins folded correctly. 

Comparison of Binding Activity of DHFR-(RE)l' DHFR-(RE)2 and DHFR-(RE)3 

to each Aptamers by Gel Mobility Shift Assay 

At first， 1 carried out the filter binding assay of each DHFR-RE fusion proteins; DHFR-(RE)I ， 

DHFR-(RE)2 and DHFR-(RE)3' and each aptamers; (A.pt)I'(Apt)2 and (Apt)3' to confirm 

w hether fusion proteins bind to aptamer with spec江icity(Data not shown). As a con仕01，

interaction between wild type DHFR and each aptamers were investigated. Mixed samples of 

protein and labeled aptamer at 5' end by y2P-ATP were passed over ni仕ocellulosemembranes， 

and the radioactivity of仕appedap凶meron the membrane were meaちured. Aptamers foロned

complex with DHFR-RE proteins is仕appedby the membr，anes， since protein is absorbed by the 

membrane， w hereas free aptamers f10w through the membrane. 1 confirmed出atDHFR -(RE)2 

and DHFR -(RE)3 fusion proteins bind to each apt出nersrespectively， whereas wild type DHFR 

can not bind to each aptamers in spite of adding high concen凶 tion. In both cases， 1 can expect 

S仕onginteraction under n~在 scale of Kct・However，DHFR-(RE)[ hardly binds to (Apt)l despite 

of adding 30 nM ofDHFR-(RE)l・

1 performed get mob出tyshi丘assayof DHFR-RE series; DHFR-(RE)p DHFR-(RE)2 

組 dDHFR-(RE)3' and each aptamers; (Apt) 1 ' (Apt)2 and (Apt)3 to comp紅 ebinding activity and 

to investigate whether interaction between DHFR-(RE)n and (Apt)n 紅 es仕ongenough to 

combine rnRN A and protein for long time. To combine between RN A and protein for long 

也neis important for a仕組sportand recruitment of the prot:ein. As a control， 1 investigated the 

binding of DHFR to each apt紅ners. Same as previous experiment of gel mobility shift assay， 

ap凶 ners(30 P附 labeledy2P-ATP瓜 5'end and excess fusion proteins were mixed and loaded 

to gel after incubation. 1 measured the ratio of complex from radioactivities of free aptamers 

and aptamers forming complex. In figure 6， each aptarners form complex with each fusion 

proteins respectively as adding suitable concen仕組onof proteins， where俗 DHFRand each 
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apt但nersdid not form complex despite of adding nM scale of DHFR. Binding activities of 

(Apth and DHFR-(REL，組d(Apt)3 and DHFR-(RE)3紅巳 drastically higher than binding 

activi守 of(Apt) 1 and DHFR-(RE)1・ InDHFR-(RE)2 and DHFR-(RE)3' various complexes 

were formed. In the results of filter binding assay and gel mobility sh江tassay， it is suggested 

that RE peptide domains of DHFR-(RE)2 and DHFR-(RE)3 fusion proteins form suitable 

structures and are specific binding for aptamers， whereas RE domain of DHFR-(RE)l can not 

form suitable structure or some steric hindrance affects interaction between DHFR-(RE)1 and 

(Apt)l. 

1 calculated app紅 entKd values of each cぉesby the most simple second order reaction : 

A+Bご AB. These reactions are likely to very complicated because theoretical curve did not 

fit to practical values. Apparent Kd value of DHFR-(RE)1 to (Apt)l is higher出anKd value of 

normal aptamer to RE peptide. This result might reflected the result of filter binding assay. 

In the contrast， Kct values of DHFR-(RE)2 and DHFR-(RE)3 in gel shift assay decreased 

dramatically (200 pM and 30 pM respectively) according to the result of filter binding assay. 

In the case of the interaction between DHFR-(RE)3 and (Apt)3' because of adding 30 pM of 

(Apt)3 to binding mixture， it is expected出atpractical apparent Kct value is lower. The Kct value 

of DHFR-(RE)3 and (Apt)3 suffices for formation of stable complex between RNA and protein. 

4.5. Conclusion 

Our u1timate purpose is to produce the mediators for the strongest linking between functional 

protein and functional RNA inνivo and in vitro. In出isstudy， 1 suggested to use the 

S仕ongestbinding between RNA aptamer and Tat-derived peptide (RE peptide) as the mediators 

for linking between protein and RNA. RNA aptamer that was evolved by in vitro genetic 

se1ection recognized RE peptide with high affini句， and specificity. Dissociation constant of Tat 

apt訂nerwas over 20 folds 10wer than the dissociation constant of TAR RNA (Figure 3). To 

develop more superior binding RN A and peptide motifs with the s仕ongestaffinity based on the 

interaction between Tat apt紅nerand RE peptide is not only useful as出e仕anspo口anddelivery 

of the functional protein and RNA but also as the to01s of various bio-technics. Furthermore， 

the analysis of s仕ongestinteraction between RNA and protein is meaningfu1 at physical 

chemistry. 

羽市enprotein (A) binds to the ligand (C)， Gibbs free energy change of出eprotein A 

(~GJ is the sum of the 10ss of the en甘opy(~Gs) to approωh the ligand and in仕insicGibbs free 

energy change of出epro包inA (~GIJ for binding ω出eligand (~Ga = ~Gs +~Gla). 羽弓lenthe 

protein having two domains (A-B) binds to the ligand having two sites (C-D) and after domain 



A binds to site C， domain B binds to site D in tum， Gibbs :free energy change of binding domain 

A to site C is ~Ga = ~Gs +i1G1

a and Gibbs free energy change of binding domain B to site C is 

i1Gb = ~Glb . Consequently， Gibbs free energy change of出eprotein A-B (i1Gab) is equa1 to出e

sum of i1Ga and i1Gb (i1Gab = ~Gs +~Gla + ~Glb). The dramatica1ly reduction of Gibbs free 

energy is expected by the linking between protein having over 2 binding motif and ligand having 

over 2 binding site， because domain B approaches to site D after binding domain A to site C and 

there are no the 10ss of entropy for binding domain B to site D (Jencks， 1981). 

At first， 1 designed the 3 kinds of tandem Tat apt紅ners;(Apt)]， (Apt)2 and (Apt)3)' 

based on these ideas. When 1 confirmed the dissociation constant of each Tat aptamers to RE 

peptide， the dissociation constant of tandem Tat apt紅nersand RE peptide decreased in comp紅 e

to that of norma1 ap凶merand RE peptide (Figure 3). 1 guessed that even if出ecomp1ex is 

re1eased， in the case of tandem aptarner，出epossibility that the same comp1ex is formed again is 

higher也 加 出epossibility in the case of norma1 aptamer (出atis， vibration of mo1ecu1es). 

These effect might be affect the suppression of the仕組scri]ptionof HIV-1 mRNA by the tandem 

T AR decoy that was reported. In the next， 1 cons仕ucted白e3 kinds of tandem RE peptide 

fusion proteins出atwere linked to DHFR as the mode1 of functiona1 protein; DHFR-(RE)l' 

DHFR-(RE)2 and DHFR-(RE)3' and investigated the interaction between tandem apωners; 

(Apt)" (Apt)2 and (Apt)3' and DHFR-tandem RE peptide fusion proteins. 百leaffinity of 

norma1 apt紅ner，(Apt) 1 ' to RE peptide linked DHFR， DHFR-(RE))， is lower白anthe affinity of 

(Apt)] to free RE peptide， probably because of the steric hindrance of DHFR. Otherwise， the 

affinity of tandem peptide motifs (DHFR-(RE)2 and DHFR-(RE)3) and tandem RNA motifs 

((Apt)2 and (Apt)3) is dramatica1ly higher出組出eaffinity of each normal motifs (DHFR-(RE)) 

and (Apt))) according to血e出eoryof Jencks (Jencks， 1981). These experimenta1 result was 

reported by the case that two ligands recognizing the different sites of same protein respective1y 

were combined (Shuker et a1.， 1996; Hajduk et a1.， 1997). Some reports relate to the artificia1 

S仕ongbinding between RN A and protein have been nothing. Especia1ly， the dissociation 

constant of (Apt)3 and DHFR-(RE)3 is lower出an16 pM (Figure 6). However， the dramatic 

decrease of the dissociation constant according to the 



protein selection system inνitro， because it is important出atinteraction between protein and 

RN A having protein information at 1 to 1 ratio is formed. U nfortunately， the optimization of 

linkers to combining apt紅nersor RE peptides might be insufficiently. However， 1 showed the 

S仕ongestinteraction between tandem aptむner釦 dtandelll RE peptide is useful as adapter to 

linking functional protein and RN A. 

Because these adapter motifs consis t of RN A or peptide， 1 can cons truct these motifs 

without the reaction of chernical synthesis. Hence， it is possible出atlinking between protein 

and RN A expressing inνivo without in vitro approac:h. And the s仕ongestinteraction is 

efficient for novel selection system of the protein in νitro， if interaction between RNA and 

protein is forrned at 1 to 1 ratio. 
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Chapter 5 

Approach for in vitro Rational Protein Selection U sing 
Dihydrofolate Reductase (DHFl~) as Model Protein 
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5.1. Summary 

The rational screening system for protein in vitro (in cell-free) were developed. 

The binding protein can be enriched by the cycles of transcription， translation， 

affinity selection and PCR. Model protein and its encoding mRNA were linked by 

the strongest mediators; RN A aptamer and RN A binding peptide， in order to 
obtain genotype of the selected protein. Intact d.ihydrofolate reductase (DHFR)， 
as the model， was enriched 9 folds over from a pool of intact and mutant DHFRs 

using the system. 1 enriched the mRNA encoding intact protein 2.5 folds by 1 

cycle of the method. 



5.2. Introduction 

Protein and peptide are expected as the excellent functional molecules出atavail to medica1 drugs 

and indus tria1 usage， because出eyconsisting of出ecornbination of 20 kinds of amino acids 

have more complexity and diversity出anano出ermolecules， such as ribonuc1eic acid is compose 

of only 4 kinds of nucleotides. Indeed， a1most cellular functiona1 molecules， inclucling enzyme， 

antibody， hormone， and regulation factor，紅巳 constructedby them. Therefore， a discovery of 

novel functiona1 proteins and peptides have the advantage of industrial and medical 

developments. 

The various screening systems to select the spec:ific functional proteins仕omthe pool 

of them having random sequences of amino acids have been developed. It is the common 

problems in all of these systems to ampliちrthe information of selected proteins， to retum them 

to the pool in next cycles and to read their information by peptide sequencer. To resolve these 

problems， it is important to couple genotype， namely ribonucleic acid， and phenotype， namely 

protein， for selecting proteins. However， the most of systems are not able to retain the 

diversity of pool， because出eyhave the process based on living cells in order to link phenoザpe

to genotype (Schatz et al.， 1996; Moore and Arnord， 1996; Harada et al.， 1996; Boder組 d

Wi町up，1997; Zhang et al.， 1997). 1n the case of phage display， diversiザofpool of proteins 

is about only population of 9 orders (Smith， 1985; Harrison et al.， 1996; Smith and 

Petrenko， 1997). 

Recently， two types of selection techniques of special protein (peptides or antibody) in 

cell-free system， so-called ribosome display (polysome display) system and protein-RNA 

covalent binding system， have been reported (Mattheakis et al.， 1994; Mattheakis et al.， 1996; 

Hanes and Pluckthun， 1997; He and Taussig， 1997; Nemoto et al.， 1997; Roberts and Szostak， 

1997; Hanes et a1.， 1998; Makeyev et a1.， 1999; Hanes et a1.， 1999). In these approaches 

based on the concept of in vitro molecular evolution， mu.ltiple rounds of selection cycles，出at

DN A library is仕組scibed，and the RN A is仕anslated，protein with RN A having the information 

of amino acid sequences is selected， selected RNA is reverse仕組scribedand amplified，紅e

repeated to enrich functional proteins. These approaches can follow amino acid sequences of 

population of 12 orders in出eory，because of cell-free. In the former case， ribosome forms the 

complex along with protein and ribonucleic acid， and co 



free) (Figure 1). In our system for protein， novel peptide and RNA motifs， described in 

Chapter 4， are used as mediators to form the s仕ongestprotein-RNA linkage without chemical 

synthesis. N ovel peptide motif; (RE)n consisting of tandemly multiple Tat derived peptides 

binds to novel RN A motif consisting of tandemly multiple Tat aptamer with high affinity and 

spec江Icitう人 Especially， binding affinity of DHFR fused 3 tandemly repeated RE peptides， 

namely DHFR-(RE)3' and 3 tandem repeated aptamers， namely (Apt)3' is stronger出 組出atof 

almost antibody and antigen (Kd value is less than 30 pM) (refer in Chapter 4). 百lerefore，in 

our system， selection of protein will be perfo口nedstab1y and easily in comparison to出e

selection of protein in the other systems in cell-free. Namely， because， in ribosome display， 

the retaining of the RNA-ribosome-protein comp1ex is dilfficult and， in protein-RNA covalent 

binding systems， synthesis for 1inking between puromycin and mRNA is difficult. 

5.3. Materials and Methods 

Cons truction of 3 Kinds of Plasmids; pDHFR-(RE)3・(Apt)3'pl¥IDHFR-(RE)3-

(Apt)3 and pDHFR-(RE)3 

Construction of pDHFR-(RE)3 (Con仕01)(Figure 2)，出at:encodes DHFR-RE3 fusion protein， 

was described in Chapter 4. For mutation of core region of DHFR， 4 kinds of 

oligonucleotides are prepared by DNA synthesizer (lnodel 392A; Applied Biosystems); 

complimentary primer with Xba 1 site against ups仕e出nof DHFR gene デー ACAATT CCC CTC 

TAG AAA TA -3'， complimentary primer against downstrearn of gene of RE peptide デー GTG

GTG GTG CTC GAG AAT TC -3'， sense oligonucleotide for mutation 5'-CCT GCC GCC 

CTC GCC TGG GCC AAA CGC AAC ACC TIA AAT AAA -3'， anti-sense oligonucleotide 

for mutation 5' -GCG TIT GGC CCA GGC GAG GGC GGC AGG CAG GTI CCA CGG -

3¥2p紅白 ofmutations， were in仕oducedto DHFR gene using the primers and oligonucleotides 

by mega primer method， lead to 2 sites of mutations of amino acid sequences in DHFR; Asp 27 

-> Ala 27 and Phe 31 -> Ala 31， namely the plasmids encoding mutant DHFR fused 3 tandemly 

repeated RE peptides;凶1DHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3'was constructed. Next， 3 tandem aptamer 

sequences (Apt)3 described by Chapter 4 were in仕oducedto Eco RI site in出edowns位eamof 

RE peptides in pDHFR -(RE)3 and p:MDHFR -(RE)3'仕1atis pDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3 (Intact)， 

p:MDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3 (Mutant) (Figure 2) (Taira et a1.， 1987; T出raand Benkovic， 1988); 

hereafter， each plasmids expressing mutant DHFR-(RE)3 fusion protein and expressing intact 

DHFR-(RE)3 fusion protein紅 eabbrevia舵dto p:MDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3組 dpDHFR -(RE)3-

(Apt)3・
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram of rationa1 protien selecti∞in vitro. The 
binding protein are enriched by the multiple cyclces of transcription，位anslation，
affrnity selectiα1 and PCR. In translation step， tandemly repeatedRNA aptamer 
binds to Tat peptide with high affinity. The binding ass∞iate the coupling 
between the binding protein and its encoding mRNA. In出ismodel study， we 
used D HFR as the taget of seletion. 
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Figure 2. Model of rational selecti∞for protein in vitro. 1 prepared 2 types of 
plasmids (pDHFR-(REh-(Apt)3; Intact， pDH[FR-(REh-(Apt)3; Mutant) 

expressing 2 kinds of proteins (DHFR-(REh fusion proteinヲ mutantDHFR-

(RE)3 fusion protein). mRNA is selected， only when DHFR bind to MTX 

ligand. As the control， plasmid except apt組 lersequences (pDHFR-(REh) was 

prepared In control， mRNA is not selected regardless of binding activity of 
DHFR. 



Preparation of 3 Kinds of mRNAs and Concentration of Intact mRNA and Protein 

Each plぉmids，pDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3' pMDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3 and pDHFR-(RE)3ヲ were

linearized by res甘ictionenzyme， namely Xho 1. Linear DNAs were仕組scribedto mRN A with 

RNA-cap-s仕ucture-analog(N ew England Bio Labs Inc.) and α32p_CTP by T7 polymerぉeln 

νitro at 37 oc for 2 hours using 1ワAmpliscribekit (Epicen仕eTechnologies). Labeled 

mRNAs were purified by NICKTM Colurrms (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). 1μg of capped-

mRNAs coding DHFR-(RE)3 (Intact) and mutant DHFR-(RE)3 (Mutant)紅 e仕組slatedin 20μl 

of rabbit reticulcyte lysate for 20 min at 30 oc (by Rabbit Reticulocyte Lysate System; Promega) 
(Figure 2). As the control， mRNA in absence of aptamer was仕組slatedtoo (Con仕01)(Figure 

2). Each proteins are labeled by 35S-methionine. After仕組slation，180μ1 of binding buffer; 

10 mMNa.phosphate buffer (pH 7.5)，70 mM NaCl， 10μM依NA，and 20μ1 of MfX -agarose 

(Sigma)， were treated by succinic anhydride， were added ωlysate and binding reaction was 

performed for 30 min at 4 oc. 200μ1 of supernatants of the binding solutions containing non-

binding mRN A and protein were removed from binding solution， and MfX -agaroses were 

washed by 180μ1 of binding buffer at 2白nes. 1μ1 of lysate including mRN A組 d仕 組slated

protein， 20μ1 of supematants of binding solution containing norトbindingmRN A and protein， 

20μ1 of supernatants of washing solution and 10μ1 of 1nRN A and protein binding to MfX-

agarose were isolated by 15 % SDS-PAGE. The efficiency of the selection was determined by 

quantity of radioactivity in bands of出emRNA and protein of SDS-PAGE with Bio-Image 

Analyzer (BAS2000， Fuji Film). 

5.4. Results and Discussion 

Design and Construction of the Screening System 

Our suggested rational selection for protein in cel1-free is shown in Figure 1. It is irnportant to 

couple genotype and phenotype， namely protein and ribonucleic acid， to select proteins. 1 used 

3 tandernly RE peptide and tandem 3 tandernly Tat aptamer motifs for s仕onglinking between 

genotype and phenotype. In our approach， multiple rounds of selection cycles，出atDNA 

library is仕組scibed，the RN A is translated， protein with RN A encoding the information of 

amino acid sequences is selected， and selected RN A is reverse transcribed and amplified，紅e

repeated to enrich functional proteins. 

As the model to construct our rational screening system for protein， DHFR derived 

from E. coli is employed as the target of selection (Figure L) DHFR出atreduces dihydrofolate 

to tetrahydroforate with the assistance of coenzyme; nicotinarrude adenine dinucleotide phoshate， 

reduced form (N ADPH) ， is essential for the synthesis of thymidylic acid. 1 prepared 2 types of 



plasrnids expressing 2 kinds of DHFR-(RE)3 fusion-proteins [Intact; pDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3' 

Mutant;phBHFR-(RE)3-(Aptb](Figure 2).Each plasmids have出esequences encoding 

DHFR and 3 tandemly linked RE peptides; (RE)3・ DHFRproteins fused (RE)3 peptides by 

linker at C terrninal end are仕組slatedfrom these plasmids. Linkers between DHFR and RE 

peptide， and between each RE peptides are formed by poly-glycine， because of keeping 

distances and f1exibility. Furthermore， 3 tandemly linked Tat-aptamer sequences (Apt)3紅 e

connected in downs仕eamof open reading frame of DH:FR-(RE)3 fusion protein (Figure 2). 

Appropriate linkers formed by poly-adenine are inserted between ap凶 nersfor keeping distances. 

One of the 2 types of plasrnids differ from the other one by only two nucleotide mutations 

encoding the p訂tof binding core of DHFR. The mutations abolish the binding activity of 

DHFR to MTX (Figure 2) (Taira et al.， 1997; T氾raad Benkovic， 1988). Moreover， as control， 

1 prepared the intact DHFR encoding plasrnid without aptamer sequences， namely， pDHFR-

(RE)3 (Figure 2). 

Because 17 promoter sequences are inserted to ups仕e紅nof DHFR gene in 3 kinds of 

plasrnids， mRNA can be仕組scribedby T7 polymerase from linearized plasrnids in vitro. 

Next， when仕組scribed2 types of mRNAs containing 3 tandemly Tat-aptamers have been 

仕組slated，仕組slated3 tandemly RE peptides will bind to 3 tandemly Tat-aptamers. Because 

cis-reactions takes precedence over仕組s-reactionsin出isbinding reactions， 1 expect出atthe 

仕組slatedDHFR-(RE)3 fusion-protein binds to template-mRN  ̂n出nely出eprotein-RNA 

complexes contain both genotype and phenotype. When 2 kinds of complexes including intact 

DHFR and mutant DHFR are selected by the binding affinity against MTX， 1 expect出atmRNA 

containing intact DHFR sequences is obtained (Figure 1). 

Optimization of Translation and Selection Condition of the Rational Screening 

System for Protein 

To perform the selection for protein in cell-free efficiently.， 1 investigated the applied conditions 

of the仕組slationand the selection. In仕組slation，1 did not accept E. coli ex仕actbut rabbit 

reticulcyte lysate， because folding of model proteins in E. coli is post-仕組slational，and leads to 

mむamolecularmisfolding of concurrently folding domams. In contrast， during eukaryotic 

translation same proteins fold efficiently by sequential and co-仕組slationalfolding of出err

domains (N etzer and H紅 tl，1997). Purified capped-mRNAs， which are仕組scribedfrom 3 

kinds of plasmids， were仕組slatedin rabbit reticulcyte lysa包 andthe production of each proteins 

(Figure 3) and the activity of DHFR (data not shown) were detected. Efficiency of仕組slation

of each proteins was lower出 組 出atof wild type DHFR. It might be because of formation of 

S仕ongRNA-protein complex inhibiting translation. 1 thought it is important to shorten the 

time of translation and selection for retaining complex. 1 confirmed出at仕組slationfor 10-20 
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Figure 3. Translational efficiency of each DHFF~-(RE)3 fusion proteins. 1μg 
of capped-mRNAs are translated in 20μ1 of rabit reticulcyte lysate for 20 min at 
30 oC in the presence of 3sS-Methionine. 1μ1 of lysates were subjected to 
electrophoresis on an 15 % SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Lane 1， mutant DHFR-
(RE)3 fusion proteien deri ved from p恥1DHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3(Mutant). Lane 2， 

DHFR-(RE)3 fusion protein derived from pDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3 (Intact). Lane 3， 

Mixture of DHFR-(RE)3 and mutant DHFR-(RE)3・ 1: 1 mixture of Intact and 

Mutant mRNA was translated. Lane 4， DHFR-{RE)3 fusion protein derived 

from pDHFR-(RE)3 (Control). Translational e任iciencyof each DHFR-(RE)3 

fusion proteins were almost same. 



rnin produced proteins sufficiently. 1n our mode1 of se1ection for DHFR， 1 adopted MfX-

agarose， w hich is町eatedby succinic anhydride for neutraJization of positive charge in agarose. 

1 confinned出atnon-specific binding of mRN A to non-treated agarose with positive charge is 

ex仕eme1yhigh (data not shown). 1江χisanalog of subs仕ateof DHFR， and it is known出at

wild type DHFR binds to M1χwith high affinity and rnutant DHFR with two substitutions; 

Asp 27 -> Ala 27 and Phe 31 -> Ala 31. Next， 1 checked the applied buffer-condition of 

se1ection of DHFR and confinned DHFR-(RE)3 fusion protein can bind to仕eatedMIχ-ag訂 ose

in 10 mM Na.phosphate buffer at pH 5.5-pH 8.0 with high affinitう人 And aptamer can bind to 

RE peptides in 10 mM N a phoshate buffer in presence of 70 mM 1、~aC1 at pH 7.0-8.0. 

Aptむnercan not bind to RE peptide in the absence of N aCl at all. 

Enrichment of DHFR-(RE)3 Fusion Protein 

To confirm出atDHFR-(RE)3 protein-mRNA complex (lntact) can bind to MfX-agarose and 

mutant DHFR-(RE)3 protein-mRNA complex (Mutant) can not bind to MTX-ag紅 ose， capped-

mRNAs labeled by 32p encoding DHFR-(RE)3 and mutant DHFR-(RE)3 were仕組slatedin 

rabbit reticulcyte 1ysate for 20 min at 30 oC. As the con仕01，rnRN A in absence of aptamer was 

仕組slatedat same condition (Con仕01). In the case of Con位01，1 expected出atDHFR -(RE)3 

protein-mRNA comp1ex is not formed in order that mRNA do not contain 3 tandemly aptamers. 

Each proteins were labeled by 35 S目 methioninefor detection. After仕組slation，appropriate 

binding buffer and恥ITX-agarosewere added to each lysates， and binding reaction was 

performed for 30 rnin at 4 oC to avoid the dissociation of RNA-protein complex. Supernatants 

of the binding solutions containing non-binding mRN A and protein were removed from binding 

solution， and MTX-agaroses were washed at 2 times. Lysate containing mRNA and仕組slated

protein， supernatants of binding solution containing non-binding mRN A and protein， 

supernatants of washing solution and mRN A and prot:ein binding to M1χ-agarose， were 

iso1ated by SDS-P AGE (Figure 4A). Figure 4 shows出atamounts of仕組slatedproteins and 

input mRN As were same in each cぉes;intact， mutant and con仕01(lanes 1， 2， 3). Many 

protein and mRN A can not bind to M1χ-agarose after binding reaction (lanes 4， 5， 6)， because， 

probab1y， there is not enough the amount of MIχ-agarose. Washing at 2 times were 

sufficient (lanes 7， 8， 9) in order not to detect bands. Proteins were concentrated in Intact and 

Con仕01，while hardly Mutant protein can be detected (lanes 10， 11， 12). rnRNA wぉ only

detected s仕onglyin Intact (lane 10). Intact protein was se1ected by MIχ-agarose 9 fold over 

Mutant protein， and 1ntact mRNA was se1ected 2.5 fold over Mutant mRNA too (Figure 4B). 

In Con甘01in the absence of aptamer， only protein was e:nriched 16 fold over Mutant protein， 

w hile concen仕組onof mRNA was s紅neas Mutant nlRNA (Figure 4B). Moreover， in 

denaturing P AGE， 1 confirmed that rnRNA of Intact was only concentrated in comparison to 
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Figure 4. (A) Enrichment of DHFR-(RE)3 fusion protein and mRNA derived 
from pDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3. After translation of 3 kinds of mRNA， 180μ1 of 
binding buffer and 20μ1 of MTX-agarose were added to 20μ1 of 1 ysate for the 
binding of protein and mRNA against MTX. After incubation for 30 min at 4 
OC， supernatants containing non-binding mRNA and protein were removed. 
MTX-agaroses were washed at 2 times. Finally， binding mRNA and protein 
were isolated from MTX -agarose in boiling water. Each samples were subjected 
to electrophoresis on an 15 % SDS-polyacrylamid gel. mRNAs and proteins 
were labeled by radioisotope. Lane 1-3; lysate after the reaction of translatIon. 
Lane 4-6; supernatants containing non-binding mRNA and protein. Lane 7-9; 
supernatants after washing. Lane 10-12; binding mRNA and protein agむnst
MTX. Lane 1，4，7，l0 are Intact samples derived from pDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3. 
Lane 2，5，8，11 are Mutant samples derived from pMDHFR-(RE)3-(Apt)3. Lane 
3，6，9，12 are Control samples derived from pDHFR-(RE)3. (B) E百iciencyof 
enrichment of mRNA (left) and protein (right). 
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mRNAs of Mutant and Control (data not shown). 

5.5 Conclusion 

1 cons甘uctedthe rational protein screening system in ceU-free. In出issystem， the originality 

deserving special mention is出at出es仕ongestinteraction between Tat derived peptide (RE 

peptide) and Tat aptamer is useful for linking between genotype and phenotype. At first， in the 

selection using several non-仕 切tedMTX-agaroses and MTX linked magnet beads， binding of 

non-specific rnRNA is extremely high， because rnRNA with negative charge is easy to bind to 

MIχ-linked ligands with positive charge (data not shown). To solve出isproblem， it is 

important to neutralize charge of ligands. 1 used 3 tandem repeated RE peptides and aptamers 

for selection. The strongest binding of tandem structures is important for the stabilization of 

complex. Intact mRNA containing only 1 aptamer， that binds to DHFR fused only 1 RE peptide， 

was enriched only 1. 5 fold over mutant mRN A with 1 ap凶mer，出atbinds to DHFR w ith 1 RE 

peptide. Binding affinity between 1 apt但nerand 1 peptide is insufficient to form RN A-protein 

complex. 

Attempts to select Intact mRN A form the mixture pool of Intact and Mutant mRN A 

were unsuccessful yet. 1 think出atapplied linkers and regulation of由民 andcondition on 

translation and selection resolve the problem. 



Chapter 6 

General Conclusion 



In this study， at first， 1 developed in vivo screening system for ribozyme and succeeded the 

selection of active ribozyme using our system， that is in仕oducedin Chapter 2 and 3. N atural 

ribozymes have RN A-cleavage activity artd exhibit high substrate specificity. Therefore， they 

are expected to be useful for some diseases出atare caused by the expression of abnormal 

mRNA. Because in viνo selection of ribozyme reflect in仕acellularenvironment， high active 

ribozymes that are found by our system would retain high activity in cell. If the background 

“noise" could be removed completely in the future， it rnight useful complement e氾sting

selection system. 

Protein are more expected as the excellent functional molecules， because protein 

consisting of the combination of 20 kinds of arnino acids have more complexity and diversity 

出ananother molecules. Thus， in next， 1 developed rational protein selection system in νitro 

and succeeded the enrichment of model binding protein (DHFR)， described in Chapter 4 and 5. 

In the selection of protein， in vitro method is desirable， because of ensuring the diversity of 

S仕ucture. Because in the construction of in vitro systern， the coupling of protein and RNA is 

important， 1 developed the strongest binding motifs for linking between RNA and protein. 

Functional RN A and protein can be applied various field of indus仕y. Especially， 1 

expects白atthese molecules are usefu1 as the powerfu1 too1s in gene therapy. Deve10pment of 

rational screening system for selection of functional RN A and protein would provides nove1 

functional mo1ecu1es and wou1d con仕ibuteto the gene therapy of incurab1e disease including 

acquired irnmune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and cancer. 
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